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Expect Different .
It’s Our Duty.
EXPECT DIFFERENT. It’s not a new advertising tagline. It’s not a
new catalog theme that’s here this year and gone the next. To us,

Expect Different

™

OBESE ADULTS AROUND THE WORLD:
*

464,284,826

it’s a calling. A movement. A 180-degree turn from the status quo.
Because to be perfectly honest, the health and fitness industry has
only scratched the surface – all you have to do is look at the

OBESE CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD:
*

22,934,892

staggering global statistics.

So we must change. We must give the world something more than

DIABETES CASES AROUND THE WORLD:
*

197,609,354

just another product. We must start thinking and working differently.
We must do more. We must inspire. We must help. We must expect
different of ourselves. After all, real change does not happen

MCDONALD’S® AROUND THE WORLD:
*

31,000

without someone taking that first step to do something different.
And that someone is us.

*At the time this catalog was printed the statistics above from the World Health
Organization and the McDonald’s® Corporation were accurate. Unfortunately, by the

So welcome to the new Star Trac. From the products and solutions

time you read this, these already staggering numbers will have increased dramatically.

in this catalog, to the very way we do business, you will soon be
able to expect different from us at every turn. And hopefully a
better, healthier world because of it. We invite you to join us.

www.startrac.com
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Star Trac Overview

Innovation has always pushed us.
But now there’s even more driving us.

For the rest of the fitness industry, Expect Different™ may sound

Since 2000, we’ve teamed with leading designers like BMW Group

like a radical departure, but at Star Trac, we’ve actually been laying

DesignworksUSA to elevate not only the function of our designs,

the groundwork for this for more than two decades. From the very

but also their style. We’ve also been one of the first companies to

beginning, we’ve been driven by innovation and doing things

fully implement Six Sigma® methods into every step of our production

differently. Our first treadmill was the result of us looking at existing

process – guaranteeing unmatched quality from start to finish.

technology and seeing a better way. And every step since then has
been toward finding solutions to people’s needs and problems,

We guess you could say that we’ve never taken the easy, cheap or

instead of just another product. The result has been more than a

expected road on anything – but for us, it’s the only way we know.

dozen unique patents and many of our innovations becoming

It’s the kind of passion that has taken us from humble beginnings

industry standards.

to an international company with offices in the United States,
Europe and Asia. It’s also what you need when you’re trying to
help change the world.

1979 Unisen Inc. designs electronic components for

2003 Star Trac launches Pro Series upright and

the exercise bike.

recumbent bikes with user-focused features such as a
fan and reading station with armrests.

1987 Unisen Inc. launches the Star Trac 2000, the

2004 Star Trac acquires Flex Fitness and their

first DC-powered commercial treadmill exclusively

extensive strength lines to complete a full-line

for health clubs.

product offering.

1997 TR3500 treadmill launched with the first

2005 Star Trac launches new Total Body Trainers

integrated water bottle, personal stereo, towel and

and Pro Steppers, completing the family look

reading material holder.

cardio line.

2002 Star Trac teams with Spinning ® to launch
all-new line of Spinner ® bikes.

2006 Star Trac launches three new strength lines:
Impact Strength®, Instinct ® and HumanSport ®.

2002 Star Trac launches Pro Series treadmills with
new user-focused features such as personal fans and

2007 Star Trac launches new E Series complete

weight scale.

cardio entertainment line that offers integrated
iPod® connectivity.

2008 Star Trac launches new embedded touch
screens providing the most intuitive, motivational
and relevant interface ever.

www.startrac.com
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What’s New

We might be trying to change the world, but that’s not stopping us
from breaking some new ground along the way.

Just because we’re becoming a more globally-driven company,

entirely new generation to lead active, healthy lives, our products

doesn’t mean that we’re putting products and innovation on the

must provide the best and most positive experience from the very

back burner – quite the contrary, actually. This year, you’ll see more

beginning, and on every level afterward. Only by meeting these

unique and potentially industry-changing things from us than ever

goals can we create the innovative, high-performance equipment

before. That’s because we understand that in order to inspire an

that helps more people reach their goals.

EMBEDDED TOUCH SCREENS

LOCK N LOAD ®

An optional feature on our E Series cardio products, our embedded touch

A revolution in selecting weights that does away with traditional pins

screens are sure to set another benchmark in the industry. Unlike other

which can be bent, lost or broken. Lock N Load® features an ergonomically

machines’ displays, which are a complex array of decision points for the

designed on/off switch and internal, patented system that engages and

user, our touch screens are the most intuitive, motivational and relevant

disengages the weight of your choice with the flip of a switch.

interface we’ve ever created for a more consistent, truly enjoyable workout.

eFitness System ™

INSPIR ATION STRENGTH ™

eFitness System™ is an on-line set of tools that allows you to track cardio

Inspiration Strength™ with Lock N Load® provides the ultimate user

workouts, drive personal goals and measure progress with dynamic charts.

experience. The iconic towers, European Styling and intuitive user

Participate in individual or group challenges with programs geared

interface makes each piece incredibly approachable. Our intuitive interface

toward beginner and advanced levels to motivate users. Interfaces with our

owes more to luxury automobile ergonomics and majority of the machines

embedded cardio and is compatible on most manufacturers’ equipment to

offer unilateral function, allowing users to work each side of the body

capture all cardio data.

independently for a complete balanced workout.

E-TR xe TREADMILL

eSPINNER ®

The ultimate marriage of user experience, benefits, desires and features,

The eSpinner ® is a breakthrough Spinning ® bike. Now users of all

the E-TRxe is the sturdiest, sleekest, most user-friendly treadmill ever.

levels and abilities can experience the fun, energy and excitement of

With its intuitive embedded touch screen and conveniently close Hot Bar™

a Spinning ® class whenever they want and on their terms. With a

controls, the E-TRxe offers the industry’s most complete and

state-of-the-art, embedded touch screen, it’s more than an intuitive dash

flexible options for an infinitely better treadmill on every level.

board – it’s a virtual Spinning ® Master Instructor.

www.startrac.com
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ENERGY TO LIVE.

Sonja Friend-Uhl When she’s not busy being a mom, a USATF sanctioned elite runner and
a HumanSport ® Master Trainer, you’ll usually find Sonja giving back to her community through
the coaching clinics she offers to both recreational and youth runners. She also shares her passion
for health and fitness online by consulting and motivating runners around the world.

Cardio

Cardio

CARDIO

PMS 1805 cvc

We do more than just get hearts racing, we’ve been setting the pace for the entire industry.

It’s the heart of any gym or facility. Nothing sets the pulse, or raises it, quite like cardio. And no other

Cardio

machines draw more people in, create more energy or get more use, which is exactly why the choices
you make in this arena are perhaps the most important you’ll make.

Created in conjunction with BMW Group DesignworksUSA, Star Trac’s family of cardio equipment
continues to set industry benchmarks in both form and function. From our trademark innovations like
personal fans and a motivational track, to stylish, consistent and intuitive interfaces across the entire
line, no other cardio equipment has brought more satisfaction to your floor year after year.

www.startrac.com
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CARDIO FAMILY
Cardio

E-TR x TREADMILLS

E SERIES CARDIO

P SERIES CARDIO

S SERIES CARDIO

eSPINNER ®

Cardio

With all these options, it’s hard to say
which gets a better workout – you or your decisions.

Not Available

Not Available

www.startrac.com
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Cardio

From new technology to
forward-thinking design, we
have things your heart probably
isn’t used to keeping up with.

E-TRx TREADMILLS

E SERIES CARDIO

When designing the new E-TRx, we started with the most solid

Innovation has led us into entertaining territory and nowhere is

foundation you could have – more than 20 years of treadmill

it more evident than in our E Series and eSpinner ®. Designed to

superiority. And while most would have been content in making

entertain as much as it makes you sweat, the E Series offers the

subtle improvements to an already proven design, we set out

most complete entertainment options on the market. What we

instead to create the ultimate marriage of user experience, benefits,

didn’t realize at the time was that we were at the forefront of

desires and features ever put under foot. The result is nothing

what has now become an entirely new equipment category.

short of impressive.
From its integrated iPod® connectivity and high definition 15”
With conveniently close Hot Bar™ controls, the industry’s most

screens, to a device-charging USB port, E Series and eSpinner ®

complete and flexible entertainment options and increased

are wired in every way for complete personal entertainment.

incline specs, the E-TRx has all the features and design elements

The entertainment system is fully-integrated with built-in fans,

users have longed for – perfectly woven into our sturdiest, sleekest,

a heart rate monitor and the ability to pick, play and enjoy the

most user-friendly package ever. For those looking to move beyond

entertainment solution of your choice. And with its sleek, silver

individual features and specs and experience a truly different and

design, it also looks as good as it entertains.

infinitely better treadmill on every level, your time has come.

Cardio

P SERIES CARDIO

S SERIES CARDIO

The perfect blend of functionality and convenience – it’s what

S is for simple or solution or smart, but one thing S will never

everyone looks for in a new piece of equipment, but few ever

stand for is sacrifice. Designed specifically for those looking for

really deliver. Inspired by our globally popular Pro Series, the

solid, commercial-quality operation at an exceptional value, our

P Series strikes that perfect balance between features, function

S Series doesn’t cut corners – it actually sets new standards for

and price – giving you equipment that exceeds expectations on

what a cardio line should be.

every level.
Featuring all of Star Trac’s popular user-focused features like
Fully equipped with all of Star Trac’s signature features like

adjustable personal fans, easy-up and wrap-around seat adjusts

integrated personal fans, dual water bottle holders, a motivational

and dual-platform pedals, the S Series gives you many of the

track and a place for a magazine or music player, the P Series

features you’d never expect to find for the price. And then it goes

allows users to experience an enjoyable and efficient workout

beyond with components like our new display with oversized

every time. Every model is a sleek, streamlined piece that

buttons and text, providing the easiest and most intuitive operation

maintains our high standards of quality and value to satisfy your

available.

users and keep them coming back for more.

www.startrac.com
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TREADMILLS

Cardio

More than just a standard in any gym, our treadmills show how far you can really take something.

Treadmills are where we started over 20 years ago and we’re
proud to have influenced their evolution more than anyone else
over the years. Features like water bottle holders, personal fans,
towel bars and a space for a magazine or music player that are now
taken for granted were all Star Trac innovations. And user-focused
breakthroughs, like the SoftTrac® impact absorption system and
the Aero Bar™ comfort grip system, continue to put our treadmills
a step ahead. From the E Series to the S Series, every time you
step on a Star Trac, you’re experiencing the most intuitive, enjoyable
and dependable treadmills running.

standard

optional

E-TRxe
E-TRxi
E-TRx
E-TRe
E-TRi
E-TR
P-TR
S-TRc
S-TRx
S-TR

15% Max
Elevation

20% Max
Elevation

3HP DC Motor

5 HP AC Motor

Waxless Belt &
Deck System

Aluminum
Frame

Personal
Cooling Fans

Hot Bar™
Controls

Integrated
Wireless 900/800
MHz Receiver

USB Charging
Station

Made for iPod ®
and Nike+ in the
Gym

15” Integrated
HD PVS

15” Embedded
HD Touchscreen

TREADMILL FEATURES

TREADMILLS
Cardio

• Easily accessible Hot Bar™ is located closer
to the user with one-finger speed and
elevation controls, integrated stop button
and contact heart rate grips.

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB device-charging station and
on-screen iPod® controls; allows users to 		
display personal content while charging
their iPod®.

• Revolutionary 15˝ HD embedded touch screen
aligns users’ workout with their entry goals and
expectations with sophisticated and intuitive
programs and features (available on E-TRxe model).

• Sturdy hourglass handrails’ unique shape
improves form and function.

• Centered dual-adjustable personal fans
create a more rewarding workout.

• Soft Trac® triple cell cushioning system
provides maximum shock absorption.

E-TRxi
E-TR xe TREADMILL

E-TRx
Model E-TRxe

running surface

user weight capacity

width

length

height

60˝ x 22˝ (152 x 55 cm)

500 lbs (227 kg)

36˝ (91 cm)

85˝ (215 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)

www.startrac.com
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TREADMILLS
Cardio

• Revolutionary 15˝ HD embedded touch screen
aligns users’ workout with their entry goals and
expectations with sophisticated and intuitive
programs and features (available on E-TRe model).

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB device-charging station and
on-screen iPod® controls; allows users to
display personal content while charging
their iPod® .

• Integrated 15” HD personal viewing screen
with dedicated intuitively-placed channel and
volume controls provides a personalized
viewing experience (available on E-TRi model).

• Adjustable personal fans offer multiple
speed and direction settings and are
integrated into the console.

• Soft Trac® triple cell cushioning system
provides maximum shock absorption.

E-TRi
E-TRe TREADMILL

E-TR
Model E-TRe

running surface

user weight capacity

width

length

height

60˝ x 20˝ (152 x 51 cm)

500 lbs (227 kg)

34˝ (86 cm)

85˝ (215 cm)

61˝ (153 cm)

TREADMILLS
Cardio

• Two personal fans offer adjustable speed
settings and are integrated into the console.

• User-friendly console features a large
message window, motivational 1/4-mile
track, 9 user-specific workout programs,
3 entertainment/data ports and multiple cup
and accessory holders.

• Innovative Aero Bar™ handle provides
alternative hold points within the display.

• 5 HP motor delivers a smooth, reliable
workout.

• Soft Trac® triple cell cushioning system
provides maximum shock absorption.

P-TR TREADMILL

Model P-TR

running surface

user weight capacity

width

length

height

60˝ x 20˝ (152 x 51 cm)

500 lbs (227 kg)

34˝ (86 cm)

85˝ (217 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)

www.startrac.com
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TREADMILLS
Cardio

• Star Trac’s popular adjustable personal fans
create a more rewarding workout.

• User-friendly console and keypad features
a large service scrolling message window,
user-specific workout programs, a dedicated
heart rate display, Polar® telemetry and
multiple cup and accessory holders
(S-TR is telemetry HR only).

• 5 HP motor delivers a smooth, reliable workout
(available on S-TRc model, S-TRx has a 3 HP motor).

• Soft Trac® triple cell cushioning system
provides maximum shock absorption.

S-TRx
S -TRc TREADMILL

S-TR
Model S-TRc

running surface

user weight capacity

width

length

height

60˝ x 20˝ (152 x 51 cm)

500 lbs (227 kg)

32˝ (81 cm)

81˝ (206 cm)

58˝ (147 cm)

Cardio

Where some treadmills are good in one or two areas,
ours is a bit of an overachiever in all of them.

iPOD ® CONNECTIVITY Integrated with
music, video, a USB device-charging station and
on-screen iPod® controls; users can display personal
content while charging their iPod®.

EMBEDDED TOUCH SCREEN With 15" HD touch screen that’s easy to navigate and a close
Hot Bar™ with built-in cardio controls and contact heart rate grips, our touch screens redefine elegance,

DYNAMIC WORKOUT VIEWS With Progress

relevance and simplicity.

View, Heart Rate View, Track View and Simple
View, information is always intuitive and relevant
to the user.
www.startrac.com
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TOTAL BODY TRAINERS

Cardio

We like to think of it as one machine that actually does everything well.

Cardio and strength training are part of any good exercise regimen,
but they’ve always been distinctly separate disciplines – until now.
After years of research, testing and design, we’ve reached the next
level when it comes to total body workouts. By integrating strength
training into a cardio program, our total body trainers get your
heart pumping and your muscles moving like nothing else.

The breakthrough begins with an ingenious open-step design that
gives you the feeling of walking on air in a comfortable, natural
stride. Then, at the push of a button, our SelectFit ® technology
lets you adjust the upper arms to choose from a pushing or pulling
upper body motion, working two distinctly different muscle
groups. The result is a better, more effective and more efficient
workout without ever changing machines or stopping to make
adjustments. Spend five minutes on one and you’ll see and feel
why there’s no other single machine workout quite like it.
standard

optional

E-TBTe
E-TBTi
E-TBT
P-TBTx
P-TBT
S-TBTx
S-TBT

SoftTrac ®
Pedals

Personal
Cooling Fans

SelectFit ®
Adjustable
Upper Body

Integrated
Wireless 900/800
MHz Receiver

USB Charging
Station

Made for iPod ®
and Nike+ in the
Gym

15” Integrated
HD PVS

15” Embedded
HD Touchscreen

TOTAL BODY TR AINER FEATURES

TOTAL BODY TRAINERS
Cardio

• Revolutionary embedded 15” HD touch
screens align each user’s workout with
their entry goals and expectations through
sophisticated and intuitive programs, such as
Total Body Workout, which provides a variety
in resistance and upper body positions
(available on E-TBTe model).

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB device-charging station and onscreen iPod® controls; allows users to display
personal content while charging their iPod®.

• Integrated 15” HD personal viewing screen
with dedicated intuitively-placed channel and
volume controls provides a personalized
viewing experience (available on E-TBTi model).

• SelectFit® provides the unique benefit of
either a pulling or pushing upper body
motion for a total body workout, or 		
disengaging the arms for a targeted lower
body workout.

E-TBTi
E-TBTe TOTAL BODY TR AINER

E-TBT
Model E-TBTe

step-up height

user weight capacity

width

length

height

5˝ (13 cm)

350 lbs (159 kg)

27˝ (69 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

68˝ (173 cm)

www.startrac.com
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TOTAL BODY TRAINERS

• Soft Trac® pedals provide ultimate 		
shock-absorbing comfort throughout the
entire workout.

Cardio

• Efficient footprint and approachable, 		
stable platform with minimal step-up
height provide easy access from all angles.

• User-friendly console features a large 		
message window, motivational track, 8
user-specific workout programs, personal
fans and multiple cup and accessory holders.

P-TBT

SelectFit ® available on P-TBTx model.

Model P-TBTx

P-TBTx TOTAL BODY TR AINER
step-up height

user weight capacity

width

length

height

5˝ (13 cm)

350 lbs (159 kg)

27˝ (69 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

67˝ (170 cm)

• Soft Trac® pedals provide ultimate 		
shock-absorbing comfort throughout the
entire workout (available on S-TBTx model).

• Efficient footprint and approachable, 		
stable platform with minimal step-up
height provide easy access from all angles.

• User-friendly console features a large 		
4-character message window, motivational
user-specific workout programs, personal
fans and multiple cup and accessory holders.

S-TBT
Model S-TBTx

S -TBTx TOTAL BODY TR AINER
step-up height

user weight capacity

width

length

height

7˝ (18 cm)

350 lbs (159 kg)

30˝ (76 cm)

76˝ (193 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

Cardio

We thought it wasn’t right to call it a “total” body trainer
if it didn’t feature just about everything, too.

SELECTFIT ® Provides the unique benefit of
choosing either a pulling or pushing upper body
motion for a total body workout, or disengaging the
arms for a targeted lower body workout.

EMBEDDED TOUCH SCREEN Easy to navigate 15" HD touch screen display with user-focused

DYNAMIC WORKOUT VIEWS With Progress

features, like heart rate monitoring and iPod controls, redefine elegance, relevance and simplicity.

View, Heart Rate View, Track View and Simple

®

View, information is always intuitive and relevant
to the user.
www.startrac.com
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STEPPERS

Cardio

It might be called a stepper, but it’s really leaps and bounds ahead.

A true step up and ahead of the rest, our steppers have been a
study in refinement and innovation for years. By analyzing the
hand and body positions of users, we continually fine tune
performance across a broader range of body types and incorporate
features previously unavailable on other machines.

Glute Sculptor and Thigh Toner programs deliver muscle-specific
workouts that answer the requests for more focused, motivational
challenges. And our exclusive Famous Steps® program invites
you to scale world famous landmarks, including the Eiffel Tower,
the Great Pyramid and the Empire State Building. Add in our
intuitive displays and sleek look, and it’s easy to see why we’re
continuing to make steps in the right direction.

standard

optional

E-STe
E-STi
E-ST

Cordless; 14
Watt/25RPM
Start-up

20 Levels of
Intensity

Famous Steps ®
Program

Aero Bar™
Handrail System

SoftTrac ®
Pedals

Personal
Cooling Fans

Integrated
Wireless 900/800
MHz Receiver

USB Charging
Station

Made for iPod ®
and Nike+ in the
Gym

15” Integrated
HD PVS

15” Embedded
HD Touchscreen

STEPPER FEATURES

STEPPERS
• Revolutionary embedded 15” HD touch
Cardio

screens align each user’s workout with
their entry goals and expectations with
sophisticated and intuitive programs
(available on E-STe model).

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB charging station and on-screen
iPod® controls; allows users to display 		
personal content while charging media
devices.

• Supportive handrails, including an Aero
Bar™, run over the display for comfortable
hand placement at every angle.

• Star Trac’s popular adjustable personal fans
creates a more rewarding workout.

• Multiple motivational and muscle-specific
workout programs allow users to specify
their workout, whether it’s climbing the
Empire State Building with Famous Steps®
or toning with the Glute Sculptor program.

E-STi
E-STe STEPPER

E-ST
Model E-STe

overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

232 lbs (105 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

www.startrac.com
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UPRIGHT BIKES

Cardio

A gym standard that looks, feels and rides like anything but one.

Take a classic and reliable standby and give it a healthy dose of
style and energy – that’s what you’ll find with each and every one
of our upright bikes. From an eye-catching, modern design to
numerous intuitive, user-friendly and comfortable features, one
word you’ll never hear used to describe our bikes is “ordinary.”

Settle into its wide, cushioned seat and press start on the most
user-friendly display on the market. It doesn’t take long to realize
that we’ve taken the upright bike farther than most thought possible.

standard

optional

E-UBe
E-UBi
E-UB
P-UB
S-UBx
S-UB

Cordless; 14
Watt/25 RPM
Start-Up

Cordless; 14
Watt/40 RPM
Start-Up

Aluminum
Frame

Comfort Race
Position

Dual-Platform
Pedals

Personal
Cooling Fans

Integrated
Wireless 900/800
MHz Receiver

USB Charging
Station

Made for iPod ®
and Nike+ in the
Gym

15” Integrated
HD PVS

15” Embedded
HD Touchscreen

UPRIGHT BIKE FEATURES

UPRIGHT BIKES
Cardio

• Revolutionary embedded 15” HD touch
screens align each user’s workout with
their entry goals and expectations with
sophisticated and intuitive programs
(available on E-UBe model).

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB charging station and on-screen
iPod® controls; allows users to display personal
content while charging media devices.

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

• Dynamic Heart Rate Control® adjusts the
intensity level based on the user’s heart rate.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for
a secure hold or strap-free workout.

• Easy-up seat adjust provides simple seat
position changes.

E-UBi
E-UBe UPRIGHT BIKE

E-UB
Model E-UBe

overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

109 lbs (49 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

58˝ (147 cm)

www.startrac.com
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UPRIGHT BIKES

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

Cardio

• Dynamic Heart Rate Control® adjusts the
intensity level based on the user’s heart rate
for interval training.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for a
secure hold or strap-free workout.

• Easy-up seat adjust provides simple seat
position changes.

Model P-UB

P-UB UPRIGHT BIKE
overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

87 lbs (39 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (63.5 cm)

48˝ (121.9 cm)

57˝ (144.8 cm)

• Dynamic Heart Rate Control® adjusts the
intensity level based on the user’s heart rate
for interval training.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for a
secure hold or strap-free workout.

• Easy-up seat adjust provides simple seat
position changes.

• User-friendly console features a motivational
track, personal fans, accessory holders and
S-UBx Shown with PVS Kit, sold separately.

S-UB

large buttons.
Model S-UBx

S -UBx UPRIGHT BIKE
overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

126 lbs (57 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

57˝ (145 cm)

Cardio

From ease of use to entertainment, it’s not hard to see how
this bike rode away from the competition years ago.

WIRELESS CONTROLLER Exclusive
900/800 MHz wireless transmitters and receivers
have Worldwide System Compatibility and provide
audio from any ceiling or wall mounted TV.

EMBEDDED TOUCH SCREENS Our Progress View allows users to see their progress throughout their workout.

DUAL-PLATFORM PEDALS Dual-platform
pedals with inline skate-style straps provide the user
with the option of a secure hold or strap-free workout.

www.startrac.com
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RECUMBENT BIKES

Cardio

Easy and comfortable. Unless you’re trying to design another bike to compete with it.

How do you improve on an already great stationary bike experience?
You make it recumbent and as comfortable as a great chair. Then
you keep going with a modern, walk-through design, an adjustable
reading station, dual-platform pedals and Star Trac’s signature
personal fans. The result? A recumbent bike that’s the coolest
looking and feeling ride on the floor.

standard

optional

E-RBe
E-RBi
E-RB
P-RB
S-RBx
S-RB

Cordless; 14
Watt/25 RPM
Start-Up

Cordless; 14
Watt/40 RPM
Start-Up

Aluminum
Frame

Reading Station
with Armrests

Dual-Platform
Pedals

Personal
Cooling Fans

Integrated
Wireless 900/800
MHz Receiver

USB Charging
Station

Made for iPod ®
and Nike+ in the
Gym

15” Integrated
HD PVS

15” Embedded
HD Touchscreen

RECUMBENT BIKE FEATURES

RECUMBENT BIKES
• Embedded 15” HD touch screen with
Cardio

dedicated intuitively-placed channel and
volume controls provides a personalized
viewing experience (available on E-RBe model).

• Integrated iPod® connectivity with music,
video, USB charging station and on-screen
iPod® controls; allows users to display 		
personal content while charging
media devices.

• Walk-through design and intuitive wraparound seat adjust allow users to access
and change seat position with ease.

• Armrests alleviate tension in the shoulders
and allow for a more relaxed posture.

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for
a secure hold or strap-free workout.

E-RBi
E-RBe RECUMBENT BIKE

E-RB

Model E-RBe

overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

152 lbs (69 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

66˝ (167 cm)

54˝ (136 cm)

www.startrac.com
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RECUMBENT BIKES

• Walk-through design and intuitive wraparound seat adjust allow users to access
and change seat position with ease.

Cardio

• Armrests alleviate tension in the shoulders
and allow for a more relaxed posture.

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for a
secure hold or strap-free workout.

Model P-RB

P-RB RECUMBENT BIKE
overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

130 lbs (59 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

66˝ (168 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

• Walk-through design and intuitive wraparound seat adjust allow users to access
and change seat position with ease.

• Armrests alleviate tension in the shoulders
and allow for a more relaxed posture.

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

• Dual-platform pedals with inline skate-style
straps provide the user with the options for a
secure hold or strap-free workout.

S-RB
Model S-RBx

S -RBx RECUMBENT BIKE
overall weight

user weight capacity

width

length

height

185 lbs (84 kg)

350 lbs (159 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

66˝ (168 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

Cardio

With all these features, it’s a good thing
you’re sitting down when you experience them.

ADJUSTABLE PERSONAL FANS
Star Trac’s popular adjustable personal fans create
a more rewarding workout.

INTEGRATED TV AND CONSOLE Our 15˝ integrated HD personal viewing screen with intuitively

ARMRESTS Our armrests alleviate tension in

placed dedicated channel and volume controls provides a personal viewing experience.

the shoulders and allow for a more relaxed posture.

www.startrac.com
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eSPINNER

®

Cardio

Energize your cardio floor.

The eSpinner® is more than just a step into the future, it’s the
Spinning® program on your members’ terms. It coaches. It
motivates. It entertains.

In 1989, Spinning® changed the face of group exercise and now the
eSpinner® is set to do the same – not only in cardio, but also in the
very way people work out. From a Virtual Master Instructor that
guides the rider with a state-of-the-art embedded touch screen,
to its real, on-the-bike feel. No other indoor cycling product on
the market offers the level of interaction and user experience that
eSpinner® does. Welcome to the future.

Model 7140

eSPINNER ®
overall weight

flywheel weight

width

length

height

140 lbs (64 kg)

43 lbs (20 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

60˝ (152 cm)

57˝ (145 cm)

eSpinner

®

Cardio

• Expanding the Spinning® experience 		
beyond the studio and onto the cardio floor.

• Built on the proven NXT Design Platform.

• Integrated touch screen computer with
digital TV tuner and Integrated iPod®
connectivity with music and video.

• On board customized Spinning® video 		
classes. Proprietary randomization program
creates over 1 million possible ride 		
variations.

• Motivational rider dashboard coaches and
drives optimal performance with rider data
including cadence and heart rate.

• Star Trac’s popular personal fans creates a
more rewarding workout.

PROGR AMMING AND ENT ERTAINMENT

monitor intensity

TV TUNER / iPod ®

Build a custom workout

Watch TV or iPod video

based on monitoring

content instead of the

heart rate and intensity

virtual master instructor

www.startrac.com
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E-TR xe TREADMILL

E-TR xi TREADMILL

E-TR x TREADMILL

Model: E-TRxe
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 36” w x 63” h (215 x 91 x 160 cm)
Overall Weight: 442 lbs (200 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 21.5” w (152 x 55 cm)
Step-up Height: 10” (25.5 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 20% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Track View, Heart Rate View, and Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Speed and incline, time elapsed, calories, calories/hour,
pace (min/mile or km), distance, course profile, heart rate, heart rate tracking,
1/4-mile motivational track, laps completed
Programs: 18 workouts including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol, NAVY
Protocol, and three custom workouts.
Standard Features: Hot Bar™ controls, personal entertainment system,
eFitness System, Nike+, personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™,
dedicated heart rate display, safety lockout control, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1- year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-TRxi
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 36” w x 78.5” h (215 x 91 x 199 cm)
Overall Weight: 442 lbs (200 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 21.5” w (152 x 55 cm)
Step-up Height: 10” (25.5 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 20% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 20-character message window; Dedicated: Speed and incline, time
elapsed, calories, distance, course profile, heart rate; Scrolling: Time
remaining, vertical distance traveled, laps completed, pace (min/mile or km),
calories/hour, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 12 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol and NAVY
Protocol
Standard Features: Hot Bar™ controls, personal entertainment system,
eFitness System, Nike+, personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™,
dedicated heart rate display, safety lockout control, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1- year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-TRx
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 36” w x 63” h (215 x 91 x 160 cm)
Overall Weight: 425 lbs (193 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 21.5” w (152 x 55 cm)
Step-up Height: 10” (25.5 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 20% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 20-character message window; Dedicated: Speed and incline, time
elapsed, calories, distance, course profile, heart rate; Scrolling: Time
remaining, vertical distance traveled, laps completed, pace (min/mile or km),
calories/hour, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 12 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol and NAVY
Protocol
Standard Features: Hot Bar™ controls, personal cooling fans, wrap-around
Aero Bar™, dedicated heart rate display, safety lockout control, FitLinxx®
certified. Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector and USB power port
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1-year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

E-TRe TREADMILL

E-TRi TREADMILL

E-TR TREADMILL

Model: E-TRe
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 34” w x 60.5” h
(215 x 86 x 153 cm)
Overall Weight: 417 lbs (189 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 9.5” (24 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Track View, Heart Rate View, and Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Speed and incline, time elapsed, calories, calories/hour,
pace (min/mile or km), distance, course profile, heart rate, heart rate tracking,
1/4-mile motivational track, laps completed
Programs: 18 workouts including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol, NAVY
Protocol, and three custom workouts.
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated heart rate display,
safety lockout control, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1- year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-TRi
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 34” w x 76” h (215 x 86 x 193 cm)
Overall Weight: 417 lbs (189 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 9.5” (24 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 20-character message window; Dedicated: Speed and incline, time
elapsed, calories, distance, course profile, heart rate; Scrolling: Time
remaining, vertical distance traveled, laps completed, pace (min/mile or km),
calories/hour, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 12 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol and NAVY Protocol
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated heart rate display,
safety lockout control, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1- year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-TR
Overall Dimensions: 85” l x 34” w x 60.5” h (215 x 86 x 153 cm)
Overall Weight: 400 lbs (181 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 9.5” (24 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3.5” (9 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 20-character message window; Dedicated: Speed and incline, time
elapsed, calories, distance, course profile, heart rate; Scrolling: Time
remaining, vertical distance traveled, laps completed, pace (min/mile or km),
calories/hour, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 12 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified Gerkin
Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol and NAVY Protocol
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated
heart rate display, safety lockout control, FitLinxx® certified.
Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector and USB power port
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1-year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod®
connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

S -TRc TREADMILL

S -TR x TREADMILL

Model: P-TR
Overall Dimensions: 85.5” l x 34” w x 63” h (217 x 86 x 160 cm)
Overall Weight: 323 lbs (147 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 10” (25.5 cm)
Frame: Custom aluminum uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord
220 volt, dedicated NEMA 6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3” (7.6 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 15mph** (0.8 to 24 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Readouts: 20-character message window; Dedicated: Speed and incline, time
elapsed, calories, distance, heart rate, 1/4-mile motivational track; Scrolling:
Time remaining, vertical distance travelled, laps completed, pace (min/mile or
km), cal/hour
Programs: 13 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Control, Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware), Firefighter Test (Modified
Gerkin Protocol), ARMY Protocol, USMC Protocol, USAF Protocol and NAVY
Protocol
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, Aero Bar™ in display, dedicated heart
rate display, safety lockout control, entertainment ready, FitLinxx® certified
Warranty: Motor & MCB–5-year parts and labor; Other parts–2-year parts,
1-year labor; Wear items–1-year parts and labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: S-TRc
Overall Dimensions: 81” l x 32” w x 58” h (206 x 81.3 x 147.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 450 lbs (204 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Frame: Custom powder-coated steel uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing not required
Rollers: 3” (7.6 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 12.5mph** (0.8 to 20 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h)
increments **110V, 15A S Series treadmills with a NEMA 5-15 plug ship with
a default speed of 0.5 to 10mph
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry and Contact Heart Rate system
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: Large 8-character message window; Dedicated: Time, distance,
incline, speed, heart rate, 1/4-mile motivational track, profile; Scrolling: calories, METs, course profile
Programs: 13 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Rate Control, Quick Start, Burn Calories, Manual, Increase Endurance,
Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated
heart rate display, Entertainment Solutions Ready, Safety Lanyard
Entertainment: Pre-wired for S Series Personal Viewing Screen kit
Warranty: Commercial warranty: 2-year parts warranty, 1-year labor warranty,
5-year parts and labor warranty on the motor and motor control board; Light
commercial setting: 3-year warranty on parts and labor, 5-year parts and labor
warranty on the motor and motor control board (USA and Canada only)****

Model: S-TRx
Overall Dimensions: 81” l x 32” w x 58” h (206 x 81.3 x 147.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 450 lbs (204 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Frame: Custom powder-coated steel uniframe
Motor Drive: 3 HP DC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing required
Rollers: 3” (7.6 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 12.5mph** (0.8 to 20 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h)
increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry and Contact Heart Rate system
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: Large 4-character message window; Dedicated: Time, distance,
incline, speed, heart rate, 1/4-mile motivational track, profile; Scrolling:
calories, METs, course profile
Programs: 13 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Rate Control, Quick Start, Burn Calories, Manual, Increase Endurance,
Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated
heart rate display, Entertainment Solutions Ready, Safety Lanyard
Entertainment: Pre-wired for S Series Personal Viewing Screen kit
Warranty: Light commercial setting: 3-year warranty on parts and labor, 3-year
parts and labor warranty on the motor and motor control board (USA and
Canada only)****

E-TBTe TOTAL BODY TR AINER

E-TBTi TOTAL BODY TR AINER

Model: E-TBTe
Overall Dimensions: 70” l x 27” w x 68” h (177.8 x 68.6 x 172.7 cm)
Overall Weight: 472 lbs (214 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 3” (7.62 cm)
Step-up Height: 5” (12.7 cm)
Electrical: 110 volt NEMA 5-15 cord; 220 volt NEMA 6-15 cord (optional)
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Track View, Heart Rate View, and Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Time, strides per minute, heart rate, course profile,
resistance level, 1/4-mile motivational track, calories, calories/hour, watts,
distance, speed
Programs: 16 workouts including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control®,
Constant Heart Rate Control, Total Body Workout, and three custom workouts
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, dedicated heart rate display, upper
body motion with SelectFit™ technology, FitLinxx® certified.
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-TBTi
Overall Dimensions: 70” l x 27” w x 82” h (177.8 x 68.6 x 208.3cm)
Overall Weight: 472 lbs (212.4 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 3” (7.62 cm)
Step-up Height: 5” (12.7 cm)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply for base unit. External power supply
provided for entertainment system
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, strides per
minute, heart rate, course profile, resistance level, 1/4-mile motivational track;
Scrolling: Calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed, METs
Programs: 8 programs including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control,®
Constant Heart Rate Control, Total Body Workout
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, dedicated heart rate display, upper
body motion with SelectFit™ technology, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

S -TR TREADMILL
Model: S-TR
Overall Dimensions: 81” l x 32” w x 58” h (206 x 81.3 x 147.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 450 lbs (204 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 500 lbs (227 kg)
Running Surface Length: 60” l x 20” w (152 x 51 cm)
Step-up Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Frame: Custom powder-coated steel uniframe
Motor Drive: 5 HP AC
Electrical: 110 volt, dedicated NEMA 5-20 cord; 220 volt, dedicated NEMA
6-15 cord (optional)*
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Suspension: Soft Trac® triple cell neoprene rubber, Deck System: Reversible 1”
(2.5 cm) composite fiberboard, waxing required
Rollers: 3” (7.6 cm) sealed bearings
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Incline Range: 0 to 15% in 0.5% increments
Speed Range: 0.5 to 12.5mph** (0.8 to 20 km/h**) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h)
increments
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: Large 4-character message window; Dedicated: Time, distance,
incline, speed, heart rate, 1/4-mile motivational track, profile; Scrolling:
calories, METs, course profile
Programs: 13 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Rate Control, Quick Start, Burn Calories, Manual, Increase Endurance,
Fitness Test (Modified Balke Ware)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, wrap-around Aero Bar™, dedicated
heart rate display, Safety Lanyard
Warranty: Light commercial setting: 3-years warranty on parts and labor warranty on the motor and motor control board (USA and Canada only)****
Default setting for 110 to 115 volt amp set to 10 miles per hour.

Cardio

P-TR TREADMILL

Default setting for 110 to 115 volt amp set to 10 miles per hour.

**** Dedicated 110 volt/20 amp circuit. Mandatory dedicated hot and dedicated neutral wires. Ground wire may be shared by up to four treadmills. Line cord plug: 5-20 NEMA.
**** Default product setting is 0.5 to 12.5 mph (0.8 to 20 km/h) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments.
**** Parts are covered for a period of two (2) years from date of purchase and labor is covered for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase including personal viewing screen and bracket. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one
(1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)
**** Light commercial warranty: (Non-dues paying facilities with < 8 of use per day only, not warranted for use in dues-paying facilities or facilities with > or equal to 8 hours of use per day) Parts are covered for a period of three (3) years from date of purchase and labor 		
is covered for a period of three (3) years from the date of purchase. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may 		
be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)
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E-TBT TOTAL BODY TR AINER

P-TBTx, * P-TBT TOTAL BODY TRAINER

S -TBTx TOTAL BODY TR AINER

Cardio

Model: E-TBT
Overall Dimensions: 70” l x 27” w x 68” h (177.8 x 68.6 x 172.7 cm)
Overall Weight: 455 lbs (204.8 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 3” (7.62 cm)
Step-up Height: 5” (12.7 cm)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, strides per
minute, heart rate, course profile, resistance level, 1/4-mile motivational track;
Scrolling: Calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed, METs Display;
Programs: 8 programs including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control,®
Constant Heart Rate Control, Total Body Workout
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, dedicated heart
rate display, upper body motion with SelectFit™ technology, FitLinxx® certified.
Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector and USB power port; Pre-wired for
E Series PVS entertainment system
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Models: P-TBT, P-TBTx
Overall Dimensions: 70” l x 27” w x 67” h (177.8 x 68.6 x 170.2 cm)
Overall Weight: 450 lbs (204 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 3” (7.62 cm)
Step-up Height: 5” (12.7 cm)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA or CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, strides per
minute, heart rate, course profile, resistance level, 1/4-mile motivational track;
Scrolling: Calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed, METs
Programs: 8 programs including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control,®
Constant Heart Rate Control
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, dedicated heart
rate display, *upper body motion with SelectFit™ technology (only on P-TBTx),
entertainment ready, FitLinxx® certified
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor (USA and Canada only)***

Models: S-TBTx
Overall Dimensions: 76” l x 30” w x 70” h (193 x 76.2 x 177.8 cm)
Overall Weight: 326 lbs (148 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 2” (5.08 cm)
Step-up Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA or CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry and Contact Heart Rate system
Readouts: 4-character message window; Dedicated: Time, Heart Rate,
Motivational Track, Profile Scrolling: Calories, Watts, Distance, Speed, METs
Programs: 10 programs including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control®,
Constant Heart Rate Control
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, dedicated heart rate display,
pre-wired for Star Trac entertainment solution, Soft Trac® pedals
Warranty: Light commercial setting: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year
warranty on parts and labor (USA and Canada only)****

S -TBT TOTAL BODY TR AINER

E-STe STEPPER

E-STi STEPPER

Models: S-TBT
Overall Dimensions: 76” l x 30” w x 70” h (193 x 76.2 x 177.8 cm)
Overall Weight: 326 lbs (148 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 17.5” l x 8” w (45 x 20 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 2” (5.08 cm)
Step-up Height: 7” (17.8 cm)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA or CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry
Readouts: 4-character message window; Dedicated: Time, Heart Rate,
Motivational Track, Profile Scrolling: Calories, Watts, Distance, Speed, METs
Programs: 6 programs including Quick Start, Dynamic Heart Rate Control®,
Constant Heart Rate Control
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, dedicated heart rate display
Warranty: Light commercial setting: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year
warranty on parts and labor (USA and Canada only)****

Model: E-STe
Overall Dimensions: 46” l x 39” w x 65” h (116.8 x 99.1 x 165.1 cm)
Overall Weight: 232 lbs (105 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 13” l x 6.35” w (33.02 x 16.13 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 2” (5.1 cm)
Step Range of Motion: 16” (41 cm), independent stepping action
Electrical: 110 volt NEMA 5-15 cord; 220 volt NEMA 6-15 cord (optional)
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Famous Steps™ View, Heart Rate View, and
Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Time, floors climbed, heart rate, course profile,
resistance level, calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed
Programs: 11 workouts including Famous Steps®, Quick Start, Glute Sculptor,
Thigh Toner, Fat Burner, Multi-Stage Fitness Test, Dynamic Heart Rate
Control® Constant Heart Rate Control and three custom workouts
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, Aero Bar™ over display, dedicated
heart rate display, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-STi
Overall Dimensions: 46” l x 39” w x 82” h (116.8 x 99.1 x 208.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 232 lbs (105 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 13” l x 6.35” w (33.02 x 16.13 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 2” (5.1 cm)
Step Range of Motion: 16” (41 cm), independent stepping action
Electrical: Self-contained power supply for base unit. External power supply
provided for entertainment system
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, floors climbed,
heart rate, course profile, resistance level, motivational track; Scrolling:
Calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed, METs
Programs: 8 programs including Famous Steps™, Quick Start, Glute Sculptor,
Thigh Toner, Fat Burner, Multi-Stage Fitness Test, Dynamic Heart Rate
Control,® Constant Heart Rate Control
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness System, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, Aero Bar™ over display, dedicated heart
rate display, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

E-UBe UPRIGHT BIKE

P-UB UPRIGHT BIKE

Model: E-ST
Overall Dimensions: 46” l x 39” w x 65” h (116.8 x 99.1 x 165.1 cm)
Overall Weight: 215 lbs (98 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Pedal Size: 13” l x 6.35” w (33.02 x 16.13 cm), open ended
Distance Between Pedals: 2” (5.1 cm)
Step Range of Motion: 16” (41 cm), independent stepping action
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, floors climbed,
heart rate, course profile, resistance level, motivational track; Scrolling:
Calories, calories/hour, watts, distance, speed, METs
Programs: 8 workouts including Famous Steps®, Quick Start, Glute Sculptor,
Thigh Toner, Fat Burner, Multi-Stage Fitness Test, Dynamic Heart Rate Control®
Constant Heart Rate Control
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, Soft Trac® pedals, Aero Bar™ over
display, dedicated heart rate display, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector and USB power port; Pre-wired for
E Series PVS entertainment system
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-UBe
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 58” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 147.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 109 lbs (49 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: 110 volt NEMA 5-15 cord; 220 volt NEMA 6-15 cord (optional)
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Track View, Heart Rate View, and Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate, calories, c alories/hour, watts,
distance, speed, course profile, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 15 workouts including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant
heart rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs, Fitness
Test (Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test), and three custom workouts
Standard Features: Personal entertainmet system, eFitness system, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, easy ratchet seat adjust, rubber comfort racing position,
FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: P-UB
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 57” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 144.8 cm)
Overall Weight: 87 lbs (39.5 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra long
14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter is
available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant heart
rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and Fitness Test
(Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fan, multi-position magazine/book rack, easy
ratchet seat adjust, rubber comfort racing position, entertainment ready, FitLinxx®
certified
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1- year
parts and labor (USA and Canada only)***

E-UBi UPRIGHT BIKE

E-UB UPRIGHT BIKE

Model: E-UBi
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 72” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 182.9 cm)
Overall Weight: 109 lbs (49 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply for base unit. External power supply
provided for entertainment system
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant
heart rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and
Fitness Test (Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness system, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, easy ratchet seat adjust, rubber comfort racing position,
FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Model: E-UB
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 58” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 147.3 cm)
Overall Weight: 92 lbs (42 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant
heart rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and
Fitness Test (Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, easy ratchet seat adjust, rubber
comfort racing position, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector and USB power port; Pre-wired for
E Series PVS entertainment system
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)***

Cardio

E-ST STEPPER

**** Dedicated 110 volt/20 amp circuit. Mandatory dedicated hot and dedicated neutral wires. Ground wire may be shared by up to four treadmills. Line cord plug: 5-20 NEMA.
**** Default product setting is 0.5 to 12.5 mph (0.8 to 20 km/h) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments.
**** Parts are covered for a period of two (2) years from date of purchase and labor is covered for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase including personal viewing screen and bracket. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one
(1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)
**** Light commercial warranty: (Non-dues paying facilities with < 8 of use per day only, not warranted for use in dues-paying facilities or facilities with > or equal to 8 hours of use per day) Parts are covered for a period of three (3) years from date of purchase and labor 		
is covered for a period of three (3) years from the date of purchase. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may 		
be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)
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S -UBx UPRIGHT BIKE

S -UB UPRIGHT BIKE

E-RBe RECUMBENT BIKE

Model: S-UBx
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 57” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 144.8 cm)
Overall Weight: 126 lbs (57 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom steel frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry and Contact Heart Rate system
Readouts: 4-character message window, Dedicated: Time, RPM, distance,
heart rate, motivational track, course profile, resistance level, Scrolling:
Calories/METs (automatic toggle)
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Rate Control, Quick Start, Manual, Burn Calories, Increase Endurance,
Burn Fat, Calorie Goal, Distance Goal, Fitness Test
Standard Features: Personal cooling fan, dedicated heart rate display, easy
ratchet seat adjust, rubber comfort racing position, age-friendly, oversize font
on display
Entertainment: Pre-wired for S Series entertainment system which includes
15” LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, coaxial cable
connector at base, integrated control keypad, and headphone jack
Warranty: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year warranty on parts and labor****

Model: S-UB
Overall Dimensions: 48” l x 25” w x 57” h (121.9 x 63.5 x 144.8 cm)
Overall Weight: 126 lbs (57 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom steel frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry
Readouts: 4-character message window, Dedicated: Time, RPM, distance,
heart rate, motivational track, course profile, resistance level, Scrolling:
Calories/METs (automatic toggle)
Programs: 6 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant Heart
Rate Control, Quick Start, Manual, Burn Calories, Increase Endurance
Standard Features: Personal cooling fan, dedicated heart rate display, easy
ratchet seat adjust, rubber comfort racing position, age-friendly, oversize font
on display keypad
Warranty: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year warranty on parts and labor****

Model: E-RBe
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 53.5” h (167 x 63.5 x 135.9 cm)
Overall Weight: 152 lbs (69 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: 110 volt NEMA 5-15 cord; 220 volt NEMA 6-15 cord (optional)
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: 15” embedded touch screen with high definition TV and four workout
views, including Progress View, Track View, Heart Rate View, and Simple View
Readouts: Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate, calories, calories/hour, watts,
distance, speed, course profile, 1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 15 workouts including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant
heart rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs, Fitness
Test (Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test), and three custom workouts
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness system, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, walk-through design, adjustable reading station, armrests, wrap-around seat adjust, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series touch screen entertainment system which includes
15” high definition LCD with touch screen technology, NTSC/ATSC/QAM
digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, integrated iPod® connector, USB power
port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day
parts, no labor (USA and Canada only)*

E-RBi RECUMBENT BIKE

E-RB RECUMBENT BIKE

P-RB RECUMBENT BIKE

Model: E-RBi
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 67.5” h (167 x 63.5 x 171.45 cm)
Overall Weight: 152 lbs (69 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra long
14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply for base unit. External power supply
provided for entertainment system
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant heart
rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and Fitness Test
(Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal entertainment system, eFitness system, Nike+,
personal cooling fans, walk-through design, adjustable reading station, armrests,
wrap-around seat adjust, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: E Series PVS entertainment system which includes 15” high
definition LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC/QAM digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner,
integrated iPod® connector, USB power port, coaxial cable connector at base
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1- year
parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no
labor (USA and Canada only)*

Model: E-RB
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 53.5” h (167 x 63.5 x 135.9 cm)
Overall Weight: 135 lbs (61 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra long
14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply. External power supply provided for
entertainment system
Certification: UL/CSA, CE, FCC, or CISPR
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Display: Intuitive, tactile response keypad with LED technology
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant heart
rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and Fitness Test
(Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, walk-through design, adjustable reading
station, armrests, wrap-around seat adjust, FitLinxx® certified
Entertainment: Integrated iPod® connector, USB power port; Pre-wired for E
Series PVS entertainment system
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1- year
parts and labor; Headphone jack, iPod® connector, and USB port – 90 day parts, no
labor (USA and Canada only)*

Model: P-RB
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 52” h (167.6 x 63.5 x 132.1 cm)
Overall Weight: 130 lbs (59.1 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom aluminum frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certifications: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® Telemetry and Contact Heart Rate System
Readouts: 16-character message window; Dedicated: Time, RPM, heart rate,
calories; Scrolling: cal/hour, watts, distance, speed METs level, graphic profile,
1/4-mile motivational track
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control® and constant
heart rate control, Auto Pilot, Warm Up, two watts control programs and
Fitness Test (Modified Astrand-Rhyming Test)
Standard Features: Personal cooling fans, walk-through design, adjustable
reading station, armrests, wrap-around seat adjust, entertainment ready,
FitLinxx® certified
Warranty: 2-year warranty on parts, 1-year warranty on labor; Wear items–1year parts and labor (USA and Canada only)*

S -RB RECUMBENT BIKE

eSPINNER ®

Model: S-RBx
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 52” h (167.6 x 63.5 x 132.1 cm)
Overall Weight: 185 lbs (84 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom steel frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry and Contact Heart Rate system
Readouts: 4-character message window, Dedicated: Time, RPM, distance,
heart rate, motivational track, course profile, resistance level, Scrolling:
Calories/METs (automatic toggle)
Programs: 10 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant
Heart Rate Control, Quick Start, Manual, Burn Calories, Increase Endurance,
Burn Fat, Calorie Goal, Distance Goal, Fitness Test
Standard Features: Personal cooling fan, dedicated heart rate display,
walk-through design, armrests, wrap-around seat adjust, age-friendly, oversize
font on display
Entertainment: Pre-wired for S Series entertainment system which includes
15” LCD screen, NTSC/ATSC digital tuner or PAL/SECAM tuner, coaxial cable
connector at base, integrated control keypad, and headphone jack
Warranty: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year warranty on parts and labor****

Model: S-RB
Overall Dimensions: 66” l x 25” w x 52” h (167.6 x 63.5 x 132.1 cm)
Overall Weight: 185 lbs (84 kg)
User Weight Capacity: 350 lbs (159 kg)
Frame: Custom steel frame
Pedals/Crank: One-piece crank with sealed bearings, dual-sided pedal, extra
long 14” pedal straps with inline skate-style clip
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. AC adapter
is available for an upgrade
Certification: UL/CSA, CE
Colors: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shrouds: Slate Gray, Accents: Black
Resistance: 20 levels of intensity
HR Monitoring: Polar® telemetry
Readouts: 4-character message window, Dedicated: Time, RPM, distance,
heart rate, motivational track, course profile, resistance level, Scrolling:
Calories/METs (automatic toggle)
Programs: 6 programs including Dynamic Heart Rate Control®, Constant Heart
Rate Control, Quick Start, Manual, Burn Calories, Increase Endurance
Standard Features: Personal cooling fan, dedicated heart rate display,
walk-through design, wrap-around seat adjust, age-friendly, oversize font on
display keypad
Warranty: Lifetime warranty on frame, 3-year warranty on parts and labor****

Model Number: 7140
Overall Dimensions*: 20” w x 60” l x 57” h (20 x 152.4 x 144.78 cm)
Overall Weight: 140 lbs (63.5 kg) Flywheel Weight: 43 lbs (20 kg)
Color: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Red
Standard Features: Aluminum frame, no-slip grip handlebars with dual water
bottle holders, micro-adjustable fore and aft seat slider, dual-sided SPD®
compatible platform pedals, one motion emergency stop feature
Warranty: 10 Years: frame welds, rust and corrosion. 2 Years: parts and internal
electronics components, 1 Year: wear items (seat, chain, pop-pin, and rubber feet)
90 Days on USB Port, Headphone jack and iPod® connector. Spare parts kit
included (brake pad, toe cage straps).

Cardio

S -RBx RECUMBENT BIKE

* Handlebars in lowest and most forward position. Seat in lowest, most rear position.
USA only. International warranties may vary. Factory-direct consumer
warranty is 1 year on parts and labor.

**** Dedicated 110 volt/20 amp circuit. Mandatory dedicated hot and dedicated neutral wires. Ground wire may be shared by up to four treadmills. Line cord plug: 5-20 NEMA.
**** Default product setting is 0.5 to 12.5 mph (0.8 to 20 km/h) in 0.1 mph (0.1 km/h) increments.
**** Parts are covered for a period of two (2) years from date of purchase and labor is covered for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase including personal viewing screen and bracket. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one
(1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)
**** Light commercial warranty: (Non-dues paying facilities with < 8 of use per day only, not warranted for use in dues-paying facilities or facilities with > or equal to 8 hours of use per day) Parts are covered for a period of three (3) years from date of purchase and labor 		
is covered for a period of three (3) years from the date of purchase. Wear items, such as drive belts and upholstery are warranted for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. Frame welds are warranted for the life of the product. Additional warranties may 		
be available based on facility type and daily usage. (USA and Canada only)

SPINNER ® NX T

SPINNER ® ELITE

SPINNER ® PRO

Model Number: 7090
Overall Dimensions*: 21” w x 54” l x 40” h (52 x 137 x 102 cm)
Overall Weight: 114 lbs (52 kg) Flywheel Weight: 43 lbs (20 kg)
Color: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Black
Standard Features: Aluminum frame, no-slip grip handlebars with dual water
bottle holders, micro-adjustable fore and aft seat slider, dual-sided SPD®compatible platform pedals, one motion emergency stop feature
Warranty: 10 Years on frame welds, 3 years on Brake knob, Flywheel, Handle-bar
assembly, seat post & foot adjustments, 2 years on Handle bar post, seat
post, pop-pin assembly, plastic sleeve and bottom bracket, 1 year on wear
items, no labor**

Model Number: 7080
Overall Dimensions*: 20” w x 52” l x 40” h (51 x 131 x 102 cm)
Overall Weight: 123 lbs (56 kg)
Flywheel Weight: 43 lbs (20 kg)
Color: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Red
Standard Features: Smart Release™** system, no-slip grip handlebars with dual
water bottle holders, chrome plated pop-pin adjustable fore and aft seat slider,
dual-sided SPD-compatible platform pedals, one motion emergency stop feature
Warranty: 10 Years on frame welds, 3 years on Brake knob, Flywheel, Handle-bar
assembly, seat post & foot adjustments, 2 years on Handle bar post, seat post,
pop-pin assembly, plastic sleeve and bottom bracket, 1 year on wear items, no labor***

Model Number: 7070
Overall Dimensions*: 20” w x 52” l x 40” h (51 x 131 x 102 cm)
Overall Weight: 121 lbs (55 kg)
Flywheel Weight: 43 lbs (20 kg)
Color: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Black
Standard Features: no-slip grip handlebars with dual water bottle holders,
chrome plated pop-pin adjustable fore and aft seat slider, dual-sided SPD-compatible
platform pedals, one motion emergency stop feature
Warranty: 10 Years on frame welds, 3 years on Brake knob, Flywheel, Handle-bar
assembly, seat post & foot adjustments, 2 years on Handle bar post, seat post, poppin assembly, plastic sleeve and bottom bracket, 1 year on wear items, no labor**

** Handlebars in lowest and most forward position. Seat in lowest, most rear position.
** USA only. International warranties may vary. Factory-direct consumer
warranty is 1 year on parts and labor.

*** Handlebars in lowest and most forward position. Seat in lowest, most rear position.
*** Smart Release is a trademark of Nautilus, Inc
*** USA only. International warranties may vary. Factory-direct consumer
warranty is 1 year on parts and labor.

** Handlebars in lowest and most forward position. Seat in lowest, most rear position.
** USA only. International warranties may vary. Factory-direct consumer
warranty is 1 year on parts and labor.

SPINNER ® VELO

SPINNING ® COMPUTER

Model Number: 7150
Overall Dimensions*: 20” w x 52” l x 40” h (51 x 127 x 102 cm)
Overall Weight: 121 lbs (55 kg)
Flywheel Weight: 43 lbs (20 kg)
Color: Frame: Star Trac Silver, Shroud: Black, Flywheel: Black
Standard Features: no-slip grip handlebars, bottom bracket crank cover,
chrome plated pop-pin adjustable fore and aft seat slider, platform pedals, one
motion emergency stop feature
Warranty: 5 Years on frame welds, 3 years on Brake knob, Flywheel, Handle-bar
assembly, seat post & foot adjustments, 2 years on Handle bar post, seat post, poppin assembly, plastic sleeve and bottom bracket, 1 year on wear items, no labor**

Model Number: 727-0100
Overall Dimensions: 3” w x 5” l x 1” h (6 x 11 x 3 cm)
Overall Weight: 2 lbs (1 kg)
Electrical: Self-contained power supply, no external power needed. 4 AA
(computer) and one lithium (transmitter) batteries included
Certification: FCC, CE, IC
Color: Frame: Weatherable Silver, Accents:
Black HR Monitoring: Polar Telemetry
Readouts: Dedicated window for heart rate and RPM. Toggle button for time and distance.
Workout summary provides average heart rate and caloric expenditure estimates
Standard Features: Mounting brackets provide compatibility with the following
Spinner® models (Johnny G Pro—Model 5800, Johnny G Elite—Model 5900,
V-bike Spinner®—Model 5700, Spinner® Pro—Model 6800, Spinner® Elite—
Model 6900, Spinner® NXT—Model 7000, and all current models.) Warranty:
1-year warranty on computer and transmitter. Batteries not covered under
warranty*
* USA only. International warranties may vary.

** Handlebars in lowest and most forward position. Seat in lowest, most rear position.
** USA only. International warranties may vary. Factory-direct consumer
warranty is 1 year on parts and labor.
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DEFY GRAVIT Y.

Spinning®

JOSHUA TAYLOR A professional cyclist on the Rite Aid® Cycling Team and a Spinning ® Master
Instructor, Josh has been competing at the highest levels of bike racing for over seventeen years.
When he’s not racing against cyclists like Lance Armstrong, he travels the world leading Spinning ®
events, encouraging others to push their limits and lead healthy, active lives.

Spinning®

SPINNING

®

Just one more instance where we chose to lead instead of follow.

Fads come and go, but since 1994 the Spinning® program has packed classes at thousands of clubs
throughout the world and helped millions worldwide lose weight, gain energy and get in the best
shape of their lives. Challenging the body and engaging the mind, the Spinning® program involves expert
coaching, sound training principles and invigorating music, and has helped more people reach their
goals than almost any other fitness movement today. And with over 165,000 instructors, 35,000 clubs and
PMS 1805 cvc

millions of members in 80 countries worldwide, there’s never been a better time to bring the world’s
original and most popular indoor cycling program to your members.

From building bikes that work as hard as they do, to creating innovative programming and instructor
training that makes every ride unforgettable, no one brings Spinning® to your members like the

Spinning®

partnership of Star Trac and the Spinning® program creators, Mad Dogg Athletics.

To get star ted, here’s all it takes.
Spinner ® Bikes
Contact your Star Trac® representative to discuss the Spinner® bikes and payment
options that are best for you.

Certified Spinning® Instructors
Hire from a pool of 165,000 certified Spinning® instructors or train your existing
staff. Contact Mad Dogg Athletics to learn about the training options that are best for
your facility. 800-847-SPIN (7746)

Free Facility Agreement
The free facility agreement gives your facility the tools to use the internationally
recognized Spinning® brand and logo, which helps you earn return on your bike
investment. Contact Mad Dogg Athletics to start enjoying the benefits and profits
of being an Official Spinning® Facility. 800-847-SPIN (7746)
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SPINNING ® ACCESSORIES

Become an Official Spinning ®
Facility, and you’ll receive
unparalleled support.
Apparel, Accessories, Music & DVDs
and Support.

Spinning®

You’ll Get Continuing Education

You’ll Gain Profit-Generating Opportunities

With over 50 continuing education courses available to Spinning®

Pro Shop Program. Our assortment of fresh, new Spinning® apparel and

instructors, your members will get rides that are always fresh,

accessories make great additions to your facility’s pro shop. Branded

invigorating and crafted with their training goals in mind. From

promotional items that make perfect giveaways for charity rides

SPIN® Core to Spinning® for Seniors, our unrivaled commitment to

and events are also available for purchase at discounted rates.

continuing education empowers Spinning® instructors to inspire
each and every member.

Turnkey Programs. Take your members’ expectations for results to
heart by offering the Spinning® 8-Week Weight Loss and 8-Week

You’ll Grow With the Leader

Performance Programs as value-added services.

The Spinning® Brand. The presence of official Spinning® classes
on your facility’s schedule shows an indisputable commitment

Hosting Incentives. Clubs that host Instructor Orientation and

to your members. As an Official Spinning® Facility you’ll have

continuing education workshops can earn rewards.

the ability to use the widely recognized and highly-regarded
Spinning® logo and trademarks.

You’ll Get Marketing Support
Customizable Tools. A comprehensive image library and templates

You’ll Receive Qualified Leads

for ads, flyers, postcards and press releases are available at 		

Facility Finder. Mad Dogg Athletics will send potential members your

www.spinning.com.

way by featuring your club in the online facility finder located on
the homepage of www.spinning.com.

Media Outreach. Mad Dogg Athletics powers the continued growth of
the Spinning® brand through ongoing public relations efforts.

Facility Kit. Provides a blueprint for launching and developing a
successful Spinning® program.

Spinning®

Training and Courses
Mad Dogg Athletics trains extraordinary instructors who pack
classes and transform half-hearted participants into dedicated
regulars. Dozens of continuing education options and a host of
instructor resources empower our instructors to tailor classes to
your members’ goals.

For up-to-date course listings and locations where you can attend,
please visit www.spinning.com.
SPINNING ® COMPUTER
Contact the creators of the Spinning® program:

The Spinning ® Computer enhances the Spinning ® experience for your

Mad Dogg Athletics

Mad Dogg Athletics

members by providing them with cadence, heart rate, distance traveled and

2111 Narcisus Ct.

Scheldeweg 3, Maassluis

calories burned in the workout summary. Fueled by the Cadence, Heart Rate

Venice, CA 90291, USA

3144 ES, The Netherlands

& Class Design education workshop, your instructors will be equipped to

phone: 800.847.SPIN

phone: +31.0.10.590.45.08

craft member-centered, rut-busting classes – giving you an invaluable tool

fax: 310.823.7408

fax: +31.0.10.590.00.54

for member satisfaction and retention.
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SPINNER BIKES
®

Some equipment has made an impact in the fitness industry, but here’s one that started a revolution.

When the Spinning® program began, we recognized early on that
we wanted to be at the forefront of this future fitness revolution.
But at the same time, we also knew it was going to take equipment
that goes above and beyond on every level in order to keep up
with the demands of the sport. So we rose to the challenge. Our
Spinner ® bikes set the standard for indoor cycling equipment and

Each model combines user-focused features with a high degree
of adjustability to deliver best-in-class performance for riders of
all shapes, sizes and abilities. To maintain uncompromising quality
ride after ride, Spinner® bikes also feature extra durable crank
systems, rust-defying materials and rock solid construction.
Combine the Spinning® program and Spinner ® bikes with Star
Trac’s unsurpassed customer service, support and training, 		

SPINNER ® NX T

Model 7090

and you’ll have all the tools necessary to kick your facility into

overall wt.

flywheel wt.

width

length

height

high gear.

114 lbs (52 kg)

43 lbs (20 kg)

21˝ (52 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

standard

optional

Spinner ® NXT
Spinner ® Elite
Spinner ® Pro
Spinner ® Velo

Redesigned 2
Piece Fender

Micro-Adjust

Bottom Bracket
Cover

Spinning ®
Computer

2 Sided
NXT/SPD Pedals

Smart Release ®

Protective
Flywheel Rim

SPINNER ® BIKE FEATURES
Integrated
Water Bottle
Holder
Handlebar

Spinning®

are the most widely used bikes on the planet.

Spinning®

Model 7080

SPINNER ® ELITE

Model 7070

SPINNER ® PRO

overall wt.

flywheel wt.

width

length

height

overall wt.

flywheel wt.

width

length

height

123 lbs (56 kg)

43 lbs (20 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

52˝ (131 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

121 lbs (55 kg)

43 lbs (20 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

52˝ (131 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

Model 7150

SPINNER ® VELO
overall wt.

flywheel wt.

width

length

height

121 lbs (55 kg)

43 lbs (20 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

52˝ (131 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)
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MATT PRISCO Not even a back surgery that removed a lumbar disc could stop Matt from traveling around
the world to volunteer, encourage and coach others to climb. A Certified Adventure Instructor, Wilderness
First Responder and passionate rock climber, Matt is always helping others defy expectations. His latest
challenge is mentoring an at-risk 13 year-old through the “Big Brothers Big Sisters” program.

CONFIDENCE TO SUCCEED.

Strength

Strength

STRENGTH

Lifting weights will never look or feel the same.

From our history of innovation in cardio and insight into user needs, it was a natural progression
for us to tackle strength equipment. So we began, with a profound focus on delivering a fullyintegrated line for everyone from beginning exercisers to seasoned athletes. After all, we understand
that selecting the right strength training solution is not only about weight stacks and upholstery, but
also about how your solution helps you attract new members and keep your current ones.

Our strength lines feature biomechanically-advanced designs with outstanding functionality. Each piece
delivers the high-level of user-focused performance Star Trac customers have come to expect. The
quality of Inspiration Strength™, HumanSport ®, Impact Strength®, and Instinct ® lines are immediately
apparent in details like double box-stitched upholstery and shrouded weight stacks for superior safety.
Our revolutionary Lock N Load® weight selection system is sure to become yet another industry
standard set by us. And with a full complement of free weight equipment, benches and racks, the
entire offering is now more than 160 pieces strong.
PMS 1805 cvc

Strength
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Lock N Load® – A breakthrough
that actually helps keep things
from breaking.

Anyone who works out has been there. You’re ready to begin training
and you walk over to a machine only to find the weight selection
pin missing, broken or damaged. Or the lanyard is a broken,
tangled mess. Well, now you can say goodbye to the frustration
and maintenance issues thanks to our revolutionary, patented
Lock N Load® weight selection system.

The intuituve Lock N Load’s design is easily recognizable, and if
you’ve ever flicked a light switch on and off, you’ll immediately
Strength

understand how it works. Universally color-coded switches
engage and disengage the weight via an internal pin, providing a
safer, more durable and maintenance-free operation. Now weight
selection is as easy as flipping a switch.

Users describe it as “fun” and “innovative”, and you’ll find it to be
a welcome relief from the headaches and maintenance costs often
associated with traditional strength equipment weight stacks.
With very few moving parts and an internal case-hardened steel
engagement pin, there’s virtually nothing to break or maintain.

HUMANSPORT ®

By utilizing extensive reasearch on human movement mechanics and muscle

Designed to reflect human body mechanics, HumanSport® is a dual-function,

strength profiles, the most efficient movement patterns and loads have been

cable-based system with 6 machines acting as 12 to provide a wide range of

integrated into the entire line.

total body training options.

IMPACT STRENGTH ®

INSTINCT ®

Impact Strength® is the result of a 30-year history in proven biomechanics

User-friendliness is only the beginning of what it does well. From top to bottom,

and features the revolutionary Lock N Load® weight selection system. Built

Instinct ® performs for users of all levels and abilities with its approachable

to last and featuring over 30 unique body part designs.

design, quick and easy adjustments and circuit-based system that offers a

Strength

INSPIR ATION STRENGTH ™

complete workout in 30 minutes with or without the assistance of an instructor.

MULTI-STATIONS

LEVER AGE ®

Maximize space without minimizing what you can do in it. Each Multi-Station

High performance isn’t just a goal, it’s a feature. Our Leverage® line

combines as many of the most essential and core elements of our strength lines

features converging and diverging pieces for natural, free weight replication

as possible for a total body workout experience and commercial feel in a small,

delivering maximum muscle contraction and more targeted, effective workouts.

affordable footprint.
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DISCOVER A PASSION.

Katya Meyers Pro-Triathlete, model and aspiring doctor. Katia completed her first triathlon at
Stanford, finishing second and won the Coeur d’Alene Idaho Ironman. She was fourth at Ironman France ‘04
and ninth at Ironman Canada in ‘05. She’s been featured on the cover of Competitor Magazine and numerous
fitness publications. Katya often speaks to elementary students, steering children to healthier lives.

INSPIRATION STRENGTH

™

Beauty is the new strength. Intuition is the new intelligence.

From our history of innovation in cardio and insight into user needs, it was a natural progression for us
to tackle strength equipment. So we began, with a profound focus on delivering a fully-integrated line
for everyone from beginning exercisers to seasoned athletes. After all, we understand that selecting
the right strength training solution is not only about weight stacks and
upholstery, but also about how your solution helps you attract new members and keep your current ones.

PMS 1805 cvc

Strength

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Options for upholstery and frame.
Harmony

Upholstery

Star Trac
Silver

EDGE

Upholstery

White

EDGE

Upholstery

Black
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INSPIRATION STRENGTH

Inspiration

SHOULDER PRESS

Model IP-S4305

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

220 lbs (100 kg)

617 lbs (280 kg)

59˝ (148 cm)

58˝ (146 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

INSPIRATION STRENGTH

LEG PRESS

Model IP-S1313

LEG EX TENSION

Model IP-S1314

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

441 lbs (200 kg)

1,235 lbs (560 kg)

54˝ (136 cm)

74˝ (187 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

287 lbs (130 kg)

756 lbs (343 kg)

49˝ (122 cm)

49˝ (122 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

Inspiration

stack wt.

LEG CURL

Model IP-S1315

Abduction / Adduction

Model IP-S1316

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

287 lbs (130 kg)

849 lbs (385 kg)

53˝ (134 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

75˝ (189 cm)

220 lbs (100 kg)

820 lbs (372 kg)

54˝ (136 cm)

60˝ (150 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)
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INSPIRATION STRENGTH

CHEST PRESS

Model IP-S2304

L AT PULLDOWN

Model IP-S3341

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

287 lbs (130 kg)

694 lbs (315 kg)

59˝ (149 cm)

43˝ (107 cm)

76˝ (192 cm)

287 lbs (130 kg)

849 lbs (385 kg)

53˝ (134 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

75˝ (189 cm)

Inspiration

Model IP-S5307

Biceps Curl

Model IP-S5308

TRICEPS PRESS

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

220 lbs (100 kg)

662 lbs (300 kg)

58˝ (147 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

287 lbs (130 kg)

926 lbs (420 kg)

53˝ (133 cm)

55˝ (139 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

INSPIRATION STRENGTH

Model IP-S3342

ROW

Model IP-S4306

DELTOID R AISE

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

287 lbs (130 kg)

723 lbs (328 kg)

53˝ (133 cm)

46˝ (115 cm)

78˝ (196 cm)

132 lbs (60 kg)

441 lbs (200 kg)

50˝ (126 cm)

48˝ (121 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)

Inspiration

stack wt.

Model IP-S6331

ABDOMINAL
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

132 lbs (60 kg)

529 lbs (240 kg)

53˝ (133 cm)

42˝ (106 cm)

61˝ (155 cm)
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FREEDOM TO MOVE.

Capoeira Brasil Group Combining martial arts and dance, this group is as fun to watch as
they are passionate about their art and helping others. Their “Athletes for Education” and “Dance After
School” non-profit programs have reached out and inspired countless young people and helped promote nutrition,
education and fitness to homeless, gang-member and obese youth stretching from California to Brazil.

HumanSport

HUMANSPORT

®

A system you can take a real personal interest in. Then again, it was designed that way.

The human body and the graceful, fluid motions it’s capable of have always been inspiring to us. So when we sat
down to expand our strength line, we really wanted to capture this ideal. Enter HumanSport ® – a truly unique and
human way of conditioning.

Designed to reflect human body mechanics, HumanSport is so simple, so intuitive and so natural that it feels as
if it were custom-built for each and every user. 6 dual-function, cable-based machines act as 12 workout stations
by utilizing dual weight stacks to provide a wide range of total body training options, including Base Strength,
Core Stabilization and Dynamic Movement training. Never before has the beauty of natural movement been
translated so well into an exercise environment.

HumanSport

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Options
OPTION 1

Rich Brown
Upholstery

Hardwood
Trim

OPTION 2

Star Trac
Silver

Black
Upholstery

Charcoal
Trim

Star Trac
Silver
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It’s not often that something
so simple does so much.
BASE STRENGTH
Strengthens individual muscle groups with outside stabilization.

Base Strength Benefits
HumanSport® strengthens individual muscle groups with outside
stabilization, helping prepare and build the muscles you’ll use in
training, while developing your flexibility and stability to ensure
you’re ready for the harder work to come.

HumanSport

Core Stabilization Benefits
HumanSport’s integration of core stabilization and multi-planar
movements helps strengthen core muscles in your body, so you’ll

CORE STABILIZ ATION

achieve overall strength and balance – enabling you to perform
better and get more out of individual muscle group workouts.

Integrates core stabilization and introduces multi-planar movement.

Dynamic Movement Benefits
HumanSport doesn’t allow you to depend on linear, machine-like
movement for proper form. Instead, its dynamic movement
trains your muscles from an infinite number of angles for a broader
range of movement, strength, flexibility and balance.

DYNAMIC MOVEMENT
Total body integration develops overall strength, balance and coordination.

HumanSport

HUMANSPORT

User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.

SHOULDER CHEST

Model HS-M9204

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

655 lbs (297 kg)

60˝ (152 cm)

37˝ (93 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)
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HUMANSPORT

HumanSport
User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.
Shown with optional black upholstery and grey trim.

Model HS-M9205

L AT PULLEY (shown with charcoal trim option)
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

655 lbs (297 kg)

74˝ (187 cm)

29˝ (74 cm)

84˝ (213 cm)

HUMANSPORT

User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.

User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.

Model HS-M9206

ARM CRUNCH

Model HS-M9203

TOTAL DELTS

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

655 lbs (297 kg)

60˝ (152 cm)

37˝ (93 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

660 lbs (300 kg)

74˝ (187 cm)

29˝ (74 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)

HumanSport

stack wt.

User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.

User weight 88 lbs (40 kg) per stack.

Model HS-M9202

PULL LIF T

Model HS-M9201

TOTAL LEGS

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

750 lbs (341 kg)

75˝ (191 cm)

39˝ (99 cm)

94˝ (239 cm)

2 x 176 lbs (2 x 80 kg)

691 lbs (314 kg)

60˝ (152 cm)

37˝ (93 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)
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Impact Strength

REALIZE STRENGTH.

KOYA WEBB Being an avid athlete and professional personal trainer is only the beginning for Koya.
She’s also a health coach, author, chef, professional fitness model and was even a recent contestant on NBC’s
American Gladiators. Having dedicated her life to holistic health and fitness, she puts the same passion
she has for competing into giving others the motivation and information they need to reach their goals.

Impact Strength

IMPACT STRENGTH

®

We wanted to take strength to the next level. We ended up quite a bit further than that.

Proven. Stylish. Effective. It’s what you look for in any piece of equipment that will make up the core of your facility.
Impact Strength® is all of those and then some with a wide variety of options and pieces suited for everyone from
hardcore athletes to new users. From top to bottom, it’s been built and designed with one goal in mind - to be the
only choice you need for primary selectorized strength equipment.

Based on the popular feel of our strength line Legacy and supported by a 30-year history of proven biomechanics,
Impact Strength provides multiple options for focusing on each body part. Impact Strength also offers the option of
adding the revolutionary Lock N Load® patented weight selection system that affords users the most streamlined
and efficient workout possible, while reducing common maintenance hassles associated with traditional weight
stacks and pins. And all of the shrouds and top-caps are designed to integrate into the Star Trac family of products
and all fitness facilities to provide a consistent, cohesive look.

Impact
Strength

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Upholstery

Frame
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IMPACT STRENGTH

Impact Strength

SEATED LEG PRESS

Model LL-S1305

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

400 lbs (181 kg)

825 lbs (374 kg)

72˝ (183 cm)

47˝ (120 cm)

71˝ (180 cm)

Impact Strength

IMPACT STRENGTH

LYING LEG PRESS

Model LL-S1302

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

400 lbs (181 kg)

835 lbs (379 kg)

78˝ (199 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

71˝ (180 cm)
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IMPACT STRENGTH

Model LL-S1312

LEG EX TENSION SIDE MOUNT
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

520 lbs (236 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

42˝ (107 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

LEG EX TENSION CENTER MOUNT

Model LL-S1310

SEATED LEG CURL

Model LL-S1306

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

520 lbs (236 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

42˝ (107 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

280 lbs (127 kg)

540 lbs (245 kg)

68˝ (173 cm)

44˝ (112 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

IMPACT STRENGTH

LEG CURL

Model LL-S1301

KNEELING LEG CURL

Model LL-S1311

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

200 lbs (91 kg)

430 lbs (195 kg)

74˝ (188 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

155 lbs (70 kg)

360 lbs (163 kg)

50˝ (127 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

stack wt.

ADDUCTOR

Model LL-S1308

ABDUCTOR

Model LL-S1307

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

200 lbs (91 kg)

420 lbs (190 kg)

58˝ (148 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

200 lbs (91 kg)

420 lbs (190 kg)

58˝ (148 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)
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IMPACT STRENGTH

GLUTE MACHINE

Model LL-S1303

45° CALF R AISE

Model LL-S1304

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

155 lbs (70 kg)

515 lbs (234 kg)

53˝ (135 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

280 lbs (127 kg)

550 lbs (250 kg)

64˝ (163 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

INCLINE PRESS

Model LL-S2301

PECTOR AL FLY

Model LL-S2302

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

555 lbs (252 kg)

74˝ (188 cm)

51˝ (129 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

200 lbs (91kg)

440 lbs (200 kg)

58˝ (148 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

IMPACT STRENGTH

STANDING CALF

Model LL-S1309

VERTICAL PRESS

Model LL-S4301

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

595 lbs (270 kg)

41˝ (104 cm)

49˝ (124 cm)

66˝ (168 cm)

280 lbs (127 kg)

545 lbs (247 kg)

46˝ (117 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

stack wt.

30° PECTOR AL FLY

Model LL-S2303

DELTOID FLY

Model LL-S4304

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

200 lbs (91kg)

430 lbs (195 kg)

81˝ (206 cm)

47˝ (119 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

245 lbs (111kg)

550 lbs (250 kg)

58˝ (147 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

79˝ (201 cm)
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IMPACT STRENGTH

FIX L AT PULLDOWN

Model LL-S3303

VERTICAL ROW

Model PR-S3301

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

595 lbs (270 kg)

64˝ (163 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

71˝ (180 cm)

280 lbs (127 kg)

555 lbs (252 kg)

62˝ (157 cm)

45˝ (114 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

UNIL ATER AL ROW

Model LL-S3304

DELTOID R AISE

Model LL-S4302

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

505 lbs (229 kg)

40˝ (102 cm)

38˝ (96 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

155 lbs (70 kg)

315 lbs (143 kg)

51˝ (130 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

IMPACT STRENGTH

L AT PULLDOWN

Model LL-S3305

LOW ROW

Model LL-S3306

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

555 lbs (252 kg)

28˝ (71 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

94˝ (239 cm)

280 lbs (127 kg)

585 lbs (265 kg)

28˝ (71 cm)

90˝ (229 cm)

89˝ (226 cm)

Impact Strength

stack wt.

SHOULDER PRESS

Model LL-S4303

BICEPS CURL

Model LL-S5301

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

275 lbs (125 kg)

530 lbs (240 kg)

71˝ (180 cm)

51˝ (129 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

280 lbs (91 kg)

440 lbs (200 kg)

54˝ (137 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)
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IMPACT STRENGTH

SEATED ARM CURL

Model LL-S5305

TRICEPS EX TENSION

Model LL-S5302

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

200 lbs (91 kg)

525 lbs (238 kg)

55˝ (140 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

200 lbs (91 kg)

440 lbs (200 kg)

44˝ (112 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

LOW BACK

Model LL-S3302

ABDOMINAL MACHINE

Model LL-S6301

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

280 lbs (127 kg)

565 lbs (256 kg)

59˝ (150 cm)

45˝ (114 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

155 lbs (70 kg)

365 lbs (166 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

IMPACT STRENGTH

DIP MACHINE

Model LL-S5303

OVERHEAD TRICEPS

Model LL-S5304

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

295 lbs (134 kg)

655 lbs (297 kg)

50˝ (127 cm)

42˝ (107 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

200 lbs (91 kg)

455 lbs (206 kg)

60˝ (153 cm)

47˝ (120 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

Impact Strength

stack wt.

User weight 90 lbs (40.8 kg) per stack.

CHIN DIP ASSIST

Model LL-S6302

DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULLEY

Model LL-D9301

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

300 lbs (136 kg)

795 lbs (360 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

60˝ (152 cm)

91˝ (231 cm)

2 x 340 lbs (2 x 154 kg)

2 x 595 lbs (2 x 129 kg)

62˝ (157 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

91˝ (231 cm)
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Instinct

REDEFINE YOUTH.

Bill Hiscock, Frank Ricciardone, Howard Harris Age is just a number – and no
one proves it more than these fun-loving lawnbowlers. Bill is a veteran of the US Championships, Frank
picked up the game at age 78 and Howard has won a bronze medal in Israel’s Maccabi Games. Each loves and
actively promotes their sport because it keeps you active and social no matter what your age, ability or gender.

Instinct

INSTINCT

®

Easy to use. Easy on space. But when it comes to a complete workout, it’s all business.

Whether you’re an experienced athlete or a beginning exerciser, everyone wants the ability to get a quick, easy
and complete workout. And that’s exactly what Instinct ® is all about. Each piece welcomes users of all levels with
quick easy adjustments for efficient workouts.

Perfectly suited to be a stand alone strength line or circuit system, Instinct effectively complements more specialized
lines. Time-crunched and beginning exercisers can complete the Instinct Circuit Program® on their own or with
the assistance of an instructor in just 30 minutes. Instinct offers the option of the revolutionary Lock N Load ®
patented weight selection system. And the versatility of Instinct’s small footprints also lets you get the most from
minimal space, while blending seamlessly with our cardio line for a cohesive facility look. To say it does a lot of
things well is a real understatement.

Instinct

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Upholstery

Slate

Frame

Star Trac
Silver
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Instinct

Instinct Circuit Program

®
See page 124 for more information.

Instinct

INSTINCT

Shown with Lock N Load ®
LEG EX TENSION

Model IL-S1010

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

436 lbs (198 kg)

37˝ (94 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)
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INSTINCT

Model IN-S1011

LEG CURL
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

469 lbs (213 kg)

37˝ (94 cm)

56˝ (142 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

Model IN-D1014

DUAL LEG EX TENSION / LEG CURL
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

484 lbs (220 kg)

37˝ (94 cm)

56˝ (142 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

INSTINCT

DUAL LEG PRESS / CALF R AISE

Model IN-D1013

DUAL INNER / OUTER THIGH

Model IN-D1015

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

235 lbs (107 kg)

689 lbs (313 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

74˝ (188 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

150 lbs (68 kg)

498 lbs (226 kg)

27˝ (69 cm)

57˝ (145 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

stack wt.

Shown with Lock N Load ®
GLUTE PRESS

Model IN-S1012

CHEST PRESS

Model IL-S2100

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

120 lbs (55 kg)

354 lbs (161 kg)

37˝ (94 cm)

67˝ (170 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

235 lbs (107 kg)

477 lbs (217 kg)

28˝ (71 cm)

49˝ (124 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)
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INSTINCT

INCLINE PRESS

Model IN-S2301

DUAL MULTI-PRESS

Model IN-D2120

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

475 lbs (216 kg)

56˝ (142 cm)

53˝ (135 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

235 lbs (107 kg)

539 lbs (245 kg)

55˝ (140 cm)

74˝ (188 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

DUAL L AT PULLDOWN / VERTICAL ROW

Model IN-D3340

SHOULDER PRESS

Model IN-S4100

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

235 lbs (107 kg)

513 lbs (233 kg)

47˝ (119 cm)

50˝ (127 cm)

84˝ (213 cm)

190 lbs (86 kg)

460 lbs (209 kg)

53˝ (135 cm)

58˝ (147 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

INSTINCT

L AT PULL DOWN

Model IN-S3310

VERTICAL ROW

Model IN-S3320

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

235 lbs (107 kg)

554 lbs (252 kg)

47˝ (119 cm)

60˝ (152 cm)

73˝ (185 cm)

235 lbs (107 kg)

460 lbs (209 kg)

46˝ (117 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

stack wt.

DUAL PECTOR AL FLY / REAR DELTOID

Model IN-D2110

BICEPS CURL

Model IN-S5100

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

473 lbs (215 kg)

50˝ (127 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

79˝ (201 cm)

190 lbs (86 kg)

416 lbs (189 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)
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INSTINCT

Model IN-S5110

TRICEPS EX TENSION

DUAL BICEPS CURL / TRICEPS EXTENSION

Model IN-D5120

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

416 lbs (189 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

190 lbs (86 kg)

425 lbs (193 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

Shown with Lock N Load ®
DUAL ABDOMINAL / LOWER BACK

Model IN-D6330

ROTARY TORSO

Model IL-S6300

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

120 lbs (54 kg)

369 lbs (168 kg)

40˝ (102 cm)

45˝ (114 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

190 lbs (86 kg)

423 lbs (192 kg)

38˝ (97 cm)

39˝ (99 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

INSTINCT

Model IN-S5130

TRICEPS PRESS
ship weight

width

length

height

190 lbs (86 kg)

423 lbs (192 kg)

61˝ (155 cm)

44˝ (112 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

Instinct

stack weight

Model IN-D2002

DUAL ADJUSTABLE PULLEY
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

2 x 235 lbs (2 x 107 kg)

894 lbs (406 kg)

36˝ (91 cm)

66˝ (168 cm)

88˝ (224 cm)
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INSTINCT

ADJUSTABLE ABDOMINAL DECLINE BENCH Model IN-B7200

MULTI-ADJUSTABLE BENCH

Model IN-B7501

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

79 lbs (36 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

53˝ (135 cm)

34˝ (86 cm)

N/A

88 lbs (40 kg)

27˝ (69 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

18˝ (46 cm)

Instinct

DUMBBELL R ACK 10 -PAIR / 2-TIER

Model IN-R8001

DUMBBELL R ACK 10 -PAIR / 3 -TIER

Model IN-R8002

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

266 lbs (121 kg)

29˝ (74 cm)

105˝ (267 cm)

37˝ (94 cm)

N/A

272 lbs (124 kg)

29˝ (74 cm)

87˝ (221 cm)

50˝ (127 cm)

INSTINCT

4 5º BACK EX TENSION

Model IN-B7502

OLYMPIC PL ATE TREE

Model IN-B8003

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

101 lbs (46 kg)

32˝ (81 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)

39˝ (99 cm)

N/A

156 lbs (71 kg)

44˝ (112 cm)

44˝ (112 cm)

45˝ (114 cm)

Instinct

stack wt.

OLYMPIC INCLINE BENCH

Model IN-B7201

OLYMPIC FL AT BENCH

Model IN-B7503

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

348 lbs (158 kg)

61˝ (155 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)

69˝ (175 cm)

N/A

213 lbs (97 kg)

61˝ (155 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)

54˝ (137 cm)
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Multi-Stations

DO MORE.

Mac Brown After 5 right knee surgeries in college, Mac could have easily given up on sports.
Instead, he has become an elite Ironman triathlete – recently finishing as the 4th amateur in the
world in last year’s FORD Ironman World Championships. Traveling the globe competing, he still
finds time to coach five other athletes in the sport who share his drive, dedication and passion.

Multi-Stations

MULTI-STATIONS
More of what you need, less of what you don’t.

Sometimes you have space for lots of equipment and sometimes you don’t – which is exactly why our multi-stations
can be such a great option when you’re still looking for the total body workout experience and commercial feel
while needing to maximize space.

Each of our multi-stations have the smallest footprint possible while combining the most essential and core
elements from our strength lines. Add in great features like double box-stitched, dual-density foam pads and
fully adjustable pulleys to help customize your workouts and you have an economical, space saving equipment
solution that doesn’t look, feel or train like one.

Multi-Stations

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Upholstery

Frame
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MULTI-STATIONS

Multi-Stations

Model F-618

FITNESS CENTER
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

1325 lbs (601 kg)

2500 lbs (1134 kg)

100˝ (254 cm)

128˝ (325 cm)

98˝ (249 cm)

Multi-Stations

MULTI-STATIONS

Model F-619

NINE STATION
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

2040 lbs (925 kg)

3120 lbs (1416 kg)

160˝ (406 cm)

156˝ (396 cm)

97˝ (246 cm)
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MULTI-STATIONS

CROSS - OVER CABLES WITH ADJUSTABLE PULLEYS

Model FC-201B

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

400 lbs (181 kg)

665 lbs (302 kg)

181˝ (460 cm)

38˝ (97 cm)

96˝ (244 cm)

Multi-Stations

FIVE STATION

Model F-605

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

1220 lbs (555 kg)

2100 lbs (953 kg)

161˝ (409 cm)

150˝ (381 cm)

96˝ (244 cm)

MULTI-STATIONS

FOURTEEN STATION

Model F-620
ship weight

width

length

height

3060 lbs (1388 kg)

4700 lbs (2132 kg)

290˝ (737 cm)

156˝ (396 cm)

97˝ (246 cm)

Multi-Stations

stack weight

FOUR STATION

Model F-604

COMBO PULLEY

Model FB-310

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

1020 lbs (463 kg)

1500 lbs (681 kg)

30˝ (76 cm)

156˝ (396 cm)

97˝ (246 cm)

600 lbs (272 kg)

850 lbs (386 kg)

38˝ (97 cm)

152˝ (386 cm)

98˝ (249 cm)
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Brenda Signorio, Peggy Walkush Brenda beat breast cancer in 2005 and has walked ever
since to help raise more than $28,000 for the American Cancer Society. Peggy founded the BCAUSE breast cancer
fund after surviving her own battle with the disease and acts as a Pacesetter for the American Cancer Society.
Both continue to be an inspiration and walking symbol of hope to women and cancer patients everywhere.

Leverage

Leverage

LEVERAGE

®

It’s what happens when heavy lifting meets some equally heavy thinking.

It’s no secret that working out with plates is one of the most effective ways to train and condition, but it’s what you
do with those weights that makes all the difference. That’s why our Leverage® line occupies its own unique place in
training and on your club floor.

Designed to make working out with plates as effective, rewarding and safe as possible, our Leverage line features
unique converging and diverging pieces for natural, free weight motion and maximum muscle contraction. Low
load points make adding and removing plates easier, safer and more secure, while our innovative design packs
everything into the smallest footprint in its class. When it comes to having a high-performance strength program,
we give you all the leverage you’ll ever need.

Leverage

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Upholstery

Frame
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LEVERAGE

LEG EX TENSION

Model L-1001

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

N/A

250 lbs (114 kg)

35˝ (89 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

Leverage

Model L-1003

KNEELING LEG CURL
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

N/A

302 lbs (137 kg)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

LEVERAGE

Model L-1002

LEG CURL
ship weight

width

length

height

N/A

250 lbs (114kg)

35˝ (89 cm)

92˝ (234 cm)

29˝ (74 cm)

Leverage

stack weight

Model L-4000

SHOULDER PRESS
stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

N/A

218 lbs (99 kg)

42˝ (107 cm)

72˝ (183 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)
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LEVERAGE

SHOULDER SHRUG

Model L-4001

BICEPS CURL

Model L-5000

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

220 lbs (100 kg)

35˝ (89 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

47˝ (119 cm)

N/A

302 lbs (137 kg)

43˝ (109 cm)

65˝ (165 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

Leverage

LOW ROW

Model L-3000

TRICEPS DIP

Model L-5001

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

250 lbs (114 kg)

39˝ (99 cm)

68˝ (173 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

N/A

280 lbs (127 kg)

33˝ (224 cm)

76˝ (193 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

LEVERAGE

INCLINE CHEST PRESS

Model L-2001

L AT PULL

Model L-3001

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

286 lbs (130 kg)

44˝ (112 cm)

83˝ (211 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

N/A

285 lbs (130 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

77˝ (196 cm)

88˝ (224 cm)

Leverage

stack wt.

LOW BACK

Model L-3002

CHEST PRESS

Model L-2000

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

270 lbs (123 kg)

43˝ (109 cm)

92˝ (234 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

N/A

286 lbs (130 kg)

45˝ (114 cm)

74˝ (188 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)
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EXCEED EXPECTATIONS.

Victor Konovalov At the age of 20, Victor was paralyzed as the result of a motorcycle accident.
He has since become the first handicapped IFBB pro bodybuilder and a five-time national wheelchair champion.
He also received his Master’s degree in Education and continues to inspire people to lead active, healthy
lives as a motivational speaker, teacher and leader in organizations serving disabled children and adults.

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS
An opportunity for us to take the expected and do the unexpected with it.

You might think it’s pretty hard to set yourself apart when it comes to weights, plates and benches. After all, most
on the market look and perform the same way. But we think differently – in fact, you wouldn’t be far off in saying
that our designers have been doing some heavy lifting lately.

Dumbbells and plates, available in kgs and lbs, are all hard-finished with a high-quality urethane that protects
floors, members’ hands and the equipment itself. Our patent-pending plate design features three integrated cutaway handles for safe lifting and transport, while a solid center core steel ring allows for easy placement. Benches
come in nearly two dozen configurations to accommodate any weightlifting need, and our Olympic benches
come standard with replaceable head straps for high wear areas and dual-sided plate holders for more storage. If
you’re looking for standards that are anything but standard, our weights and benches never disappoint.

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

AVAIL ABLE COLORS
Upholstery

Frame
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FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks
Max Rack ® only available in Star Trac silver.

MA X R ACK ®

Model PR-R8505

stack weight

ship weight

width

length

height

N/A

729 lbs (330 kg)

83˝ (210 cm)

69˝ (175 cm)

80˝ (203 cm)

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

12” Taller
TALL SMITH MACHINE

Model FR-852

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

870 lbs (395 kg)

87˝ (221 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

94˝ (239 cm)

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

stack wt.

SMITH MACHINE

Model FR-850

VERTICAL SMITH MACHINE

Model FR-851

stack wt.

ship weight

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

850 lbs (386 kg)

87˝ (221 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

82˝ (208 cm)

N/A

850 lbs (386 kg)

87˝ (221 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

82˝ (208 cm)
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FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

BENCH PRESS

Model FC-206

INCLINE BENCH PRESS

Model FC-207

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

100 lbs (45 kg)

65˝ (165 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

N/A

150 lbs (68 kg)

65˝ (165 cm)

70˝ (178 cm)

64˝ (163 cm)

ANGLED LEG PRESS LINEAR

Model FL-114

HACK SQUAT LINEAR

Model FL-113

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

420 lbs (191 kg)

76˝ (193 cm)

76˝ (193 cm)

59˝ (150 cm)

N/A

436 lbs (198 kg)

76˝ (193 cm)

82˝ (208 cm)

53˝ (135 cm)

* shown with optional techniques scoops.

POWER R ACK

Model FL-117

T-REX

Model FR-800

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

195 lbs (89 kg)

68˝ (173 cm)

68˝ (173 cm)

89˝ (226 cm)

N/A

850 lbs (386 kg)

88˝ (224 cm)

62˝ (157 cm)

102˝ (259 cm)

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

MILITARY PRESS FRONT LOAD

Model FS-404

DECLINE BENCH PRESS

Model FC-208

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

200 lbs (91 kg)

66˝ (168 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

38˝ (173 cm)

N/A

200 lbs (91 kg)

66˝ (168 cm)

84˝ (213 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

Model FL-111

SQUAT R ACK

Model FL-118

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

118 lbs (54 kg)

23˝ (58 cm)

44˝ (112 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

N/A

180 lbs (82 kg)

82˝ (208 cm)

67˝ (170 cm)

75˝ (191 cm)

T-BAR PL ATE LOADED

Model FB-303

INCLINE LEVER ROW

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

TILT SEAT CALF PL ATE LOADED

Model FB-314

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

128 lbs (58 kg)

32˝ (81 cm)

83˝ (211 cm)

13˝ (33 cm)

N/A

150 lbs (68 kg)

36˝ (91 cm)

75˝ (191 cm)

47˝ (119 cm)
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FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

PREACHER CURL BENCH SEATED

Model FA-503

PREACHER CURL BENCH STANDING

Model FA-504

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

102 lbs (46 kg)

30˝ (76 cm)

44˝ (112 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

N/A

94 lbs (43 kg)

30˝ (76 cm)

42˝ (107 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

ADJUSTABLE FL AT BENCH

Model FBR-703

MULTI-ADJUSTABLE BENCH

Model FBR-716

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

57 lbs (26 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

20˝ (51 cm)

N/A

110 lbs (50 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

23˝ (58 cm)

TRICEPS SEAT

Model FBR-706

45° HYPEREX TENSION

Model FB-313

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

68 lbs (31 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

34˝ (86 cm)

39˝ (99 cm)

N/A

95 lbs (43 kg)

28˝ (71 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

36˝ (91 cm)

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

Model F-606

FL AT BENCH

Model FBR-702

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

88 lbs (40 kg)

35˝ (89 cm)

32˝ (81 cm)

29˝ (74 cm)

N/A

55 lbs (25 kg)

20˝ (51 cm)

52˝ (132 cm)

20˝ (51 cm)

ADJUSTABLE INCLINE BENCH

Model FBR-704

ADJUSTABLE DECLINE BENCH

Model FBR-705

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

90 lbs (41 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

50˝ (127 cm)

46˝ (117 cm)

N/A

112 lbs (51 kg)

25˝ (64 cm)

34˝ (86 cm)

39˝ (99 cm)

DIP STATION

Model F-607

LEG R AISE

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

POWER PL ATFORM

Model F-612

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

98 lbs (44 kg)

28˝ (71 cm)

43˝ (109 cm)

48˝ (122 cm)

N/A

96 lbs (44 kg)

26˝ (66 cm)

49˝ (124 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)
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FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

SHORT AB DECLINE

Model F-610

PULL-UP / DIP / LEG R AISE

Model F-617

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

68 lbs (31 kg)

24˝ (61 cm)

28˝ (71 cm)

20˝ (51 cm)

N/A

254 lbs (115 kg)

48˝ (122 cm)

63˝ (160 cm)

90˝ (229 cm)

3-tier also available
Model FBR-713.

DUMBBELL R ACK 5 -PAIR

Model FBR-711

DUMBBELL R ACK 10 -PAIR / 2-TIER

Model FBR-712

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

200 lbs (91 kg)

88˝ (224 cm)

25˝ (64 cm)

26˝ (66 cm)

N/A

164 lbs (74 kg)

88˝ (224 cm)

25˝ (64 cm)

26˝ (66 cm)

Model FBR-717-OCB.

OLYMPIC WEIGHT R ACK 4 SIDES

Model FBR-717

CURL R ACK

Model FBR-709

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

92 lbs (42 kg)

40˝ (102 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

42˝ (107 cm)

N/A

94 lbs (43 kg)

45˝ (114 cm)

27˝ (69 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

Double Rack also available
Model F-616.

Shown on: Sit-Up Ladder Model F-615.

Shown with Sit-Up Board on: Sit-Up Ladder Double Model F-615.

SIT-UP BOARD

Model F-613

SIT-UP BOARD HUMP

Model F-614

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

68 lbs (31 kg)

17˝ (43 cm)

77˝ (196 cm)

7˝ (18 cm)

N/A

70 lbs (32 kg)

17˝ (43 cm)

77˝ (196 cm)

15˝ (38 cm)

3-tier also available
Model FBR-710-12PR.

Model FBR-710

OLYMPIC WEIGHT R ACK

Model FBR-707

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

92 lbs (42 kg)

32˝ (81 cm)

26˝ (66 cm)

41˝ (104 cm)

N/A

58 lbs (26 kg)

18˝ (46 cm)

32˝ (81 cm)

40˝ (102 cm)

* Also available in single side - FBR-715-SR

BARBELL R ACK

Model FBR-708

ACCESSORY R ACK

Model FBR-715

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

stack wt.

ship wt.

width

length

height

N/A

160 lbs (73 kg)

30˝ (76 cm)

38˝ (97 cm)

55˝ (140 cm)

N/A

120 lbs (54 kg)

44˝ (112 cm)

33˝ (84 cm)

50˝ (127 cm)
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Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

BEAUT Y BELL R ACK 6 -PAIR / 2-TIER

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS
5 - 50 LB

Model No. 400-0149

7.5 - 52.5 LB

Model No. 400-0150

55 -100 LB

Model No. 400-0151

5 -100 LB

Model No. 400-0152

105 -150 LB

Model No. 400-0153

5 -150 LB

Model No. 400-0154

2-20 KG

Model No. 400-0155

22- 4 0 KG

Model No. 400-0156

42- 60 KG

Model No. 400-0157

62- 6 8 KG

Model No. 400-0158

2- 4 0 KG

Model No. 400-0159

2- 60 KG

Model No. 400-0160

2- 6 8 KG

Model No. 400-0161

2.5 LB

Model No. 400-0162

5 LB

Model No. 400-0163

10 LB

Model No. 400-0164

25 LB

Model No. 400-0165

35 LB

Model No. 400-0166

4 5 LB

Model No. 400-0167

1.25 KG

Model No. 400-0168

2.5 KG

Model No. 400-0169

5 KG

Model No. 400-0170

10 KG

Model No. 400-0171

15 KG

Model No. 400-0172

20 KG

Model No. 400-0173

25 KG

Model No. 400-0272

URETHANE DUMBBELL SETS (10 -PAIR)
Urethane Dumbbells are also available in individual pairs ranging from 5 lb (2 kg) to 150 lb (68 kg).

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

URETHANE OLYMPIC PL ATES
Urethane Olympic Plates are available with printed lbs or kgs.

FREE WEIGHTS, BENCHES & RACKS

STR AIGHT BARBELL SET 20 -110 LB

Model No. 400-0216

EZ CURL BARBELL SET 20 -110 LB

Model No. 400-0217

STR AIGHT BARBELL SET 10 - 55 KG

Model No. 400-0238

EZ CURL BARBELL SET 10 - 55 KG

Model No. 400-0239

URETHANE BARBELL SETS (10 BARS)

7’ BL ACK OXIDE OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0254

7’ HARD CHROME OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0257

7’ NICKEL PL ATED OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0260

5’ BL ACK OXIDE OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0255

5’ HARD CHROME OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0258

5’ NICKEL PL ATED OLYMPIC BAR

Model No. 400-0261

BLACK OXIDE OLYMPIC EZ CURL BAR

Model No. 400-0256

HARD CHROME OLYMPIC EZ CURL BAR

Model No. 400-0259

NICKEL PLATED OLYMPIC EZ CURL BAR

Model No. 400-0262

Free Weights,
Benches & Racks

Straight and EZ Curl Barbells are also available in individual pairs from 20 lb (10 kg) to 120 lb (55 kg).

OLYMPIC BARS
7’ Hard Chrome Olympic Bar, 5’ Black Oxide Olympic Bar and Nickel Plated Olympic EZ Curl Bar shown above.
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Alexis Velela At only nine years old, Alexis is already a veteran of the soccer field. Aside
from winning of course, his favorite thing to do is pass the ball to his many friends and teammates.
His club team, the Nomads, won their league last year and someday Alexis hopes to go pro –
hopefully, for his favorite team, Manchester United.

CREATE A FUTURE.

Support

Instinct® will get the best out
of you, so it’s only fitting that it
more than returns the favor.

At Star Trac, we realize equipment can only do so much just sitting
there, waiting to be used – which is exactly why we’re always
working on developing programs to engage, motivate and keep
your users coming back for more. Our Instinct Circuit Program®
Tools are a perfect example. We’ve taken one of the most spacesaving yet effective equipment groups on the market, and built a
non-intimidating, 30-minute total body workout. Perfect for current
cardio-only, beginning strength, time-crunched and potential
members, the Instinct Circuit Program is exactly the kind of easy,
convenient workout people are looking for these days.

Support

CIRCUIT PROGR AM TOOLS

Customizable Posters

Manual, CD & Stopwatch

Circuit Wall Clock

INSTINCT CIRCUIT PROGR AM ® TOOLS
We supply you with everything you and your users need to get started including a circuit workout wall
clock, stopwatch, program manual, instructional posters and takeaways, workout towels and stickers.

Additionally, we also make your Instinct Circuit Program easy to promote and market by including a
PMS 1805 cvc

full CD of customizable templates for flyers, “coming soon” posters, ads and press releases.

Support
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Support

HumanSport® – we like to think
of it as the stationary equipment
that never stops growing.

When you look at most exercise programs and workouts, specificity
and variety rarely go hand in hand. Meeting everyone’s individual
fitness goals usually requires a myriad of equipment. But with
HumanSport ® Program Tools, we give you the support and
instruction to fully optimize the intuitive, dual-function capability of
your HumanSport equipment and provide your users with highly
customizable workouts for their diverse needs and goals.

HumanSport Program Tools include online education where your
trainers and employees can log on for training tips and
even 12-week, member-specific programs. We also make your
HumanSport Program easy to promote and market by including
a full CD of customizable templates for flyers, “coming soon”
posters, ads and press releases.

Support

HUMANSPORT ® PROGR AM TOOLS

Customizable Artwork

Instructional Poster

Online Education
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Making the most of your
space, from how it looks to
the workouts that happen in it.

Unlike most companies who prefer to just sell you equipment,
Star Trac is proud to offer a wide variety of layout services
to help open up possibilities and turn your space into everything
it can be.

It begins with our basic gym designer, which is our free, web-based
layout program and is ideal for planning smaller spaces. For some,
it’s all you might need, but that’s just scratching the surface of
our capabilities. From there, we begin implementing our proprietary
2D and 3D design software that really helps you visualize your
new space, the variety of equipment choices you have and the
layout options available. And if you really want to fully experience
your space before construction, we also offer the latest in flythrough video technology for a true, virtual tour.

FLY-THROUGH VIDEOS
Animated video clips take the viewer on a “fly-through” within
the facility.
Support

2D L AYOUTS
Traditional architectural drawings show the final fitness room and equipment with precise

Support

details, such as electrical outlets, doorways and window placement.

3D L AYOUTS
Professionally scaled layouts reflect artistic view of equipment, wall and carpet colors, as
well as window and door textures.
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Customer services are more than just something we offer,
they’re what we do best.

A company and its products are only as good as the people behind

Here are just a few services you’ll find behind every Star Trac product:

them – and we have the best in the business. After all, we realize

•

A factory-certified provider network of more than 160 companies

that no matter how good our equipment and products are, it

•

A live, technical support hotline for troubleshooting

means nothing the minute you have a question or a problem that

•

In-service seminars for your staff to help provide solutions

goes unanswered or unresolved. That’s why along with providing
best-in-class fitness equipment, Star Trac boasts a Customer

for any problems
•

Services Department unparalleled in today’s commercial fitness
market.

24/7 website with detailed product diagrams, tech manuals
and a user-friendly parts ordering system

•

48-hour turnaround on service calls, with a 24-hour parts dispatch

•

Extended call center service hours (US 5:00am-5:00pm PST

We proudly offer world-class services to more than 70 countries

and Asia and Europe Regional Call Centers with Asia Pacific

around the globe with a team that truly partners with you to help

and GMT Hours)

grow your business and be there for all of your service needs,

•

Over 700 certified technicians globally

both pre and post-sale. In the end, our goal is to always keep your

•

Monthly factory certification training

facility operating at maximum capacity with as little equipment

•

$1.5 million dedicated service inventory ensures that if you

downtime as possible.

need a part, it’s in stock
•

Market-leading preventive maintenance

BENEFITS OF T HE STA R T R AC CUSTOMER SERVICES DEPA RTMENT
Support
Live Technical Support
Hotline 800.503.1221
from 5AM-5PM EST

Network of 500+
Factory-Trained,
Annually-Certified
Service Providers

support.startrac.com for
Preventative Maintenance
Schedules, Owner’s
Manuals, and Other
Online Support

24-Hour Response
Time / 48-Hour
Action Time

In-Service Seminars
for Staff

25%

Cert no. SW-COC-001530

expect different™.

WORLD HEADQUARTERS www.startrac.com
14410 Myford Road, Irvine, California 92606 USA
Tel +1 (714) 669 1660 Corp +1 (800) 228 6635 Fax +1 (714) 838 6286
EUROPE HEADQUARTERS www.startrac.com/europe
Unit 4, The Gateway Centre, Coronation Road
Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SU United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 1494 688260 Fax +44 (0) 1494 688269
ASIA HEADQUARTERS
No. 39A Jalan Pemimpin, Halcyon Building #01-02, Singapore 577183
Tel +65 6255 6252 Fax +65 6255 1501
MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC. www.spinning.com
2111 Narcicus Court, Venice, California 90291 USA
Tel +1 (310) 823 7008 Corp +1 (800) 847 7746 Fax +1 (310) 823 7408
MAD DOGG ATHLETICS EUROPE www.spinningeurope.com
Scheldeweg 3, Maassluis 3144 ES, The Netherlands
Tel +31 (0) 10 590 45 08 Fax +31 (0) 10 590 00 54
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